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terms of “Pro�tability”. However this also means investors 
like us must have an approach system for determining 
which companies are worth focusing our e�orts and 
�nancing on. 
  
After many years of investing in private companies, we at 
SKB have developed an initial framework–the �rst �ve 
things that we look at when we see a new company or 
Investment Potential. 

Please note that this list is not intended to be all-inclusive 
comprehensive system. It’s intended only to serve as an 
analysis point for us to begin our appraisal of the said 
company or enterprise.
  
Valuation and deal structure, for example, are still the criti-
cal areas (Which we will be touching on in other articles).  
The principles behind this list could apply to many indus-
tries, but they are especially relevant to consumer and 
retail businesses, the industries in which I have the most 
experience.

1. THE PROMOTER – Believe it or not, it all begins 
with the Promoter/ Owner of the company when it comes 
to evaluating a small business, you are investing as much 
in the leadership of the company as you are in the product 
or company.

Thus, invest behind a Promoter who knows what’s best for 
the company.  As part of your initial diligence, reference 

checks and third-party background checks are a must. 
Another aspect is to ensure that you are Comfortable 
working with the individual(s) that you are investing into.

In my personal experience, there has been times where 
my analyst had done the necessary Due Diligence and 
had found the company to be sound and marketable 
with a promising margin. 

However when the meeting was set between me and the 
said promoter, the deals fell through. Unfortunately, 
many Promoters once called for an Investor meeting, 
suddenly seem to get the impression that they are all too 
great and arrogance sets in. Suddenly, �gures and pro�t 
margins change completely without rhyme or reason.

My advice! Investors are NOT STUPID!!! 

When we are meeting you, we already know your busi-
ness inside out! Why is that?? We need to be very precise 
as to what the company needs not only in Finance but 
supplementary resources in order for the expansion 
process to happen.

As without the Expansion Plan! How would we recoup 
our investment and make money on it?? 

Therefore it is good to be Con�dent but never be Cocky 
nor Arrogant, as for one moment if I �nd that I cannot 
trust the person running the company that I am investing 
into… I walk away!! No if’s No buts, No Explanations 
required.

This is something that Business people in ASIA should 
really look into, as put yourself in our shoes. If you did not 
trust someone, would you invest your money in them??
Besides that, I can’t think of any speci�c formula for eval-
uating a good leadership talent but you should do what 
every investor does, which is spend a lot of time asking 
questions! 

Set meetings and investigate on issues you think are 
important to you and your investment decisions. Does 
this person understand their business, have a passion for 
the product, and have what it takes to persevere?

2. MARGINS.  The Key area that I always look at is the 
Gross Margin! This is the percentage di�erence between 
what a product sells for in the market which dictates your 
actual revenue and the production costs of that product, 
which translates into cost of goods sold, or COGS. 

EDITOR’S Note
Hello to one and all.

We thank everyone who came back with their feedbacks and their 
praises for The Conclave’s first issue. It was your enthusiasm and 
suggestions that became our motivation for this second issue of The 
Conclave.
Many of your questions regarding business strategies were answered 
in the first issue. However many more have asked us about the intri-
cacies of investments and how it works in today’s economy. How do 
you find investors? How do you separate the Gold from the Brass?

That got us thinking. In this issue, we thus have tried to compile all 
our knowledge, all our case studies together. This is to give you an 
idea or as I would like to call it, a ‘Mini Manual’ about investors and 
venture capitalists and what makes a company investment worthy.
We hope you enjoy this issue as much as the first one—if not more.

Have a wonderful month ahead.

Regards
Pael Khugan
Editor- The Conclave
Group Executive Director
SKB Group of Companies

PAEL KHUGAN
Editor for The Conclave

SKB Group of Companies

 
 The calculation of this particular ratio is critical, as it is 
what allows an Investment company like SKB to invest in 
all the other areas needed to get the product or service 
to market through channels such as marketing and 
distribution. 

Gross margins will de�nitely vary in di�erent industries 
and even by categories of business within an industry. 
What an Investor has to be savvy about is that razor-thin 
gross margins leave no room for error in operations of 
the company.  

In private equity �nancing, I focus on investing in catego-
ries that have higher gross margins and thus could 
sustain increased costs more easily.  Examples of higher 
gross margin categories include The Food and Beverage 
Industry, Cosmetics, Electronics, and natural and organic 
products. (Please look out for our case studies in the 
issues to come)

Gross margin expansion is very di�cult as it comes back 
to the existing �ow of the Business enterprise. Focusing 
on creating products with better margins, is not neces-
sarily based on cost cutting measures.
Though lower prices for raw materials can help, but how 
and where the business can create an improvement in 
the gross margin comes to completely thinking outside 
the box.

3. BRANDING – Though Branding is the Key Factor 
that we need to look at when investing into a company, 
this is often the toughest thing to assess in a small com-
pany. However an investor needs to ask themself "Does 
this brand offer something unique?" For example, let's 
look into cosmetic companies like say “Body Shop”.  

Based on the statistical report from The Companies 
Commission of Malaysia (SSM) in 2017 there were 
reported over 1,251,190 Registered Companies in 
Malaysia. 

However, due to the lack of Consultancy �rms that 
can research and present the potential value of 
these companies to the mass market, these SME’s 
don’t receive the proper help they need. Especially in 
terms of Corporate Loans, Business Loans, Contract 
Financing, Trade Line Facilities, Branding, Marketing 
Systems, Investor Relations, Etc.  

What we as Investors and Management Consultants 
have failed to realize is that, this provides great 
opportunities for above-market returns. In fact, 
some of the industries within the SME Framework 
are doing far better than their larger counterparts in 
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 By : S. Khugan
         Group Managing Director     

S. Khugan is the Group Managing Director of The SKB group of compa-
nies. His primary expertise lies in corporate and financial consultancy. 
He has over 18 years of experience in the field of Mergers and Acquisi-
tions, Investments and Investment relations, As well as Corporate Due 
Diligence. He lives in Kuala Lumpur with his wife, son and a recently 
rescued kitten. 

WHY SHOULD INVESTORS INVEST 
INTO SME’s?

The most important question for an investor looking into a small business  is, where do they focus their 
attention?. With the many Small Businesses out there, what makes one company more fascinating than 
the other?
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Whenever we talk about the term “Investments” the first thing that comes to 
mind are Multinational companies, or Public Listed Firms. However the major 
market that has the true potential for being perfect vessels for investment are the 
Small Medium Enterprises. They actually carry a far better innate value in some 
ways than their larger counterparts.
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what a product sells for in the market which dictates your 
actual revenue and the production costs of that product, 
which translates into cost of goods sold, or COGS. 

Now as an Investor you are well aware of the market 
awareness and market share held by “Body Shop” Assum-
ing there is this smaller manufacturing company that has 
products similar to Body Shop with a 100% organic ingre-
dient structure and supposedly better than products at 
the Body Shop.

What would you do? Well the �rst thing that I would do is 
look at the Branding. If there is relatively minimum to No 
Exposure on the company and its products then my 
personal preconceptions would kick in as “How do 
they sell the products that No One Knows 
EXISTS???”

You see the common misconception by most business 
people is that my Product is superior! It’s great to have the 
con�dence! But always remember that no matter how 
good your product is, without proper Branding you are 
gone before you even start!

As an Investor we need to see how well the Product can 
sell within the creation of the Brand Image of the compa-
ny and product and costs that will be derived for the said 
exercise. If that is feasible against the Margins explanation 
in area number 2 as mentioned above, only then we 
would consider the said Investment Viable.

Another example in the consumer packaged goods (CPG) 
world, there are countless energy drinks. But there's a 
reason why Red Bull  has been a huge success while other 
products with similar recipes and formulas have failed: 
formulas can be copied, brands cannot; an important 
lesson to remember.  
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pany. However an investor needs to ask themself "Does 
this brand offer something unique?" For example, let's 
look into cosmetic companies like say “Body Shop”.  

4. REPETITIVE INCOME – Repetitive income is the 
portion of the revenue that is going to continue in the 
future.  It provides a nice base (ideally a growing base) of 
revenue on which management can rely on while focus-
ing on ways to grow the business.  It’s especially valu-
able because the cost of acquiring a new customer is 
typically about six times the cost of keeping an existing 
customer.

For example cosmetics, in consumer products recurring 
revenue comes from repeat purchases. Maybe you 
bought the product once because you liked the packag-
ing, you buy it again because the product performed 
better than or as anticipated, like say Sunsilk Shampoo, 
once you have used it and it feels good after using, then 
the Packaging has worked in prompting you the 
customer to pick up the product and be a recurring 
customer for the product.  

It’s not enough, of course, to look to recurring revenue; 
the question is how frequently that revenue will recur.  
At another Investment that we undertook, we invested 
in a Women’s Day and Night Cream Company with a 
beautifully designed bottle that dispensed the cream in 
the exact proportions the average woman needed 
every day. The problem was that the average woman 
usually uses a lot more night and day cream than is 
needed.  As a result, consumers took 12-18 months 
longer than normal to use up our cream. Sounds great 
for the consumer, but it was problematic for the compa-
ny because it delayed the repeat purchase cycle. 

We got burned on this deal as we formulated all the 
systems from Margins to branding but making the prod-
uct so e�ective we screwed ourselves on the long term 
repetitive business margins that hurt the company’s 
innate value in the long run.

5. EXIT STRATEGY – For an Investor the Exit Strate-
gy is one of our key factors that we look at. As this strate-
gy determines the time frame and mode of when and 
how we invest our funds, therefore recouping the said 
investment(s) and making the prescribed pro�t(s) are 
purely determined by the scheduled Exit Strategy. 

Most Business owners think that if they build a great 
company there will always be a home for it, but in 
certain or rather most industries that's de�nitely not the 
case. When we come into a company as an Investor we 
look at the Exit Strategy being done in either of the 3 
ways prescribed below:

a) AN IPO OPTION – Dependent of the company’s 
turnover and nature of business, we would primarily 
look into taking the company listing and cashing out at 
the IPO. It is our Job at SKB to build and maintain the 
company for this exercise. 

b) A BUYOUT OPTION - If the company has visions of 
selling to a strategic acquirer, it should be able to 1) 
identify who these likely “strategic Acquirers” are, 2) 
determine what their acquisition strategies have been, 
and 3) be able to explain why that business should be 
attractive to a strategic acquirer. 

We would also prepare the said company for a Strategic 
Merger and Acquisition process if that is the required 
option agreed by all parties.

c) THE R.O.I MODEL – This Model of Investment is 
whereby a certain rate of returns has been determined 

by the Promoters and SKB and upon the achievement of 
benchmarks set by both parties, the Exit Strategy used 
would be based on how we have recouped our Invest-
ment and Pro�t as predetermined at time of initial 
investment structure as agreed by all parties.

I sincerely hope that I have been helpful in enlightening 
you as to what we Investors should look into Investing 
in SME Companies. 

I hope that I have been able to help show you the chal-
lenges that are being faced by us the Investors and how 
to make your business more applicable and Investor 
friendly.

I wish you all the Best and Hope this article helps you get 
the necessary investment(s) required for your company 
for its growth and expansion.

Please feel free to call us at SKB should you need any 
further advice on any of the stated matters. 

Till then please have a Profitable 
Month Ahead and Best Regards 
Always!!!
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this is often the toughest thing to assess in a small com-
pany. However an investor needs to ask themself "Does 
this brand offer something unique?" For example, let's 
look into cosmetic companies like say “Body Shop”.  

4. REPETITIVE INCOME – Repetitive income is the 
portion of the revenue that is going to continue in the 
future.  It provides a nice base (ideally a growing base) of 
revenue on which management can rely on while focus-
ing on ways to grow the business.  It’s especially valu-
able because the cost of acquiring a new customer is 
typically about six times the cost of keeping an existing 
customer.

For example cosmetics, in consumer products recurring 
revenue comes from repeat purchases. Maybe you 
bought the product once because you liked the packag-
ing, you buy it again because the product performed 
better than or as anticipated, like say Sunsilk Shampoo, 
once you have used it and it feels good after using, then 
the Packaging has worked in prompting you the 
customer to pick up the product and be a recurring 
customer for the product.  

It’s not enough, of course, to look to recurring revenue; 
the question is how frequently that revenue will recur.  
At another Investment that we undertook, we invested 
in a Women’s Day and Night Cream Company with a 
beautifully designed bottle that dispensed the cream in 
the exact proportions the average woman needed 
every day. The problem was that the average woman 
usually uses a lot more night and day cream than is 
needed.  As a result, consumers took 12-18 months 
longer than normal to use up our cream. Sounds great 
for the consumer, but it was problematic for the compa-
ny because it delayed the repeat purchase cycle. 

We got burned on this deal as we formulated all the 
systems from Margins to branding but making the prod-
uct so e�ective we screwed ourselves on the long term 
repetitive business margins that hurt the company’s 
innate value in the long run.

5. EXIT STRATEGY – For an Investor the Exit Strate-
gy is one of our key factors that we look at. As this strate-
gy determines the time frame and mode of when and 
how we invest our funds, therefore recouping the said 
investment(s) and making the prescribed pro�t(s) are 
purely determined by the scheduled Exit Strategy. 

Most Business owners think that if they build a great 
company there will always be a home for it, but in 
certain or rather most industries that's de�nitely not the 
case. When we come into a company as an Investor we 
look at the Exit Strategy being done in either of the 3 
ways prescribed below:

a) AN IPO OPTION – Dependent of the company’s 
turnover and nature of business, we would primarily 
look into taking the company listing and cashing out at 
the IPO. It is our Job at SKB to build and maintain the 
company for this exercise. 

b) A BUYOUT OPTION - If the company has visions of 
selling to a strategic acquirer, it should be able to 1) 
identify who these likely “strategic Acquirers” are, 2) 
determine what their acquisition strategies have been, 
and 3) be able to explain why that business should be 
attractive to a strategic acquirer. 

We would also prepare the said company for a Strategic 
Merger and Acquisition process if that is the required 
option agreed by all parties.

c) THE R.O.I MODEL – This Model of Investment is 
whereby a certain rate of returns has been determined 

by the Promoters and SKB and upon the achievement of 
benchmarks set by both parties, the Exit Strategy used 
would be based on how we have recouped our Invest-
ment and Pro�t as predetermined at time of initial 
investment structure as agreed by all parties.

I sincerely hope that I have been helpful in enlightening 
you as to what we Investors should look into Investing 
in SME Companies. 

I hope that I have been able to help show you the chal-
lenges that are being faced by us the Investors and how 
to make your business more applicable and Investor 
friendly.

I wish you all the Best and Hope this article helps you get 
the necessary investment(s) required for your company 
for its growth and expansion.

Please feel free to call us at SKB should you need any 
further advice on any of the stated matters. 

Till then please have a Profitable 
Month Ahead and Best Regards 
Always!!!

 

Based on the statistical report from The Companies 
Commission of Malaysia (SSM) in 2017 there were 
reported over 1,251,190 Registered Companies in 
Malaysia. 

However, due to the lack of Consultancy �rms that 
can research and present the potential value of 
these companies to the mass market, these SME’s 
don’t receive the proper help they need. Especially in 
terms of Corporate Loans, Business Loans, Contract 
Financing, Trade Line Facilities, Branding, Marketing 
Systems, Investor Relations, Etc.  

What we as Investors and Management Consultants 
have failed to realize is that, this provides great 
opportunities for above-market returns. In fact, 
some of the industries within the SME Framework 
are doing far better than their larger counterparts in 



With this they opted for selling the project outright! 
There were lots of formalities that needed to be done, 
which of course I am not in the liberty to discuss at 
the moment, the bottom line is we managed to get a 
buyer for the project at a price slightly lower than we 
had expected, as the costs of materials were the only 
volatile factor here and both parties had agreed to the 
said pricing after the various calculations were agreed 
upon.

Then came the bummer! The project itself was 
cancelled all of a sudden, when certain criteria’s were 
not met by the awarders. The lucky thing was that our 
client was compensated I would say rather hand-
somely as we managed to negotiate with their suppli-
ers on the disposal of some of the preordered materi-
als.

The focus of this case study is that though the client 
eventually lost the contract, we helped him to make 
money on it and not only that, the company that was 
willing to buy the project was really impressed with 
the ethical way of business dealt by our clients that 
they have sub contracted works in the amount of RM 
7.5 Million to the client as I am writing this. 

NO BUYERS??
PLEASE ALLOW US TO HELP YOU!!!

Marketing consultancy at

http://skbassociate.com/marketing_consultancy.html

The Moral of this story is always do your costing’s 
right as one small mistake may lead to your business 
bleeding money and for me the most important 
thing is always be Honest and Ethical in business as 
you may lose small but you will always WIN Big like 
my client here.

Have a Great Month ahead! Till we 
meet again…..

looked at the numbers and �gures and try to come up 
with an applicable solution, however the terms of 
payments and the costs of the project had too many 
discrepancies as the only way the company could make 
a comfortable pro�t was to deliver the project on time 
as any delays would cost them dearly.

Now the other issue that we noticed was that �nance 
was just one of the issues and the other major issue was 
steel fabrication works which the clients had no experi-
ence in doing but was part of the contract as a whole. 
This posed as a major problem, as we needed the 
company to be �nanced right, deliver the project on 
time whilst handling the Steel Fabrication works that 
they had no experience in handling.

After careful thought and 
planning, our only option 
was to either create A Joint
 venture for the project or
 sell the project to a 
company who had the 
means and expertise to 
undertake the project, whilst our clients made a smaller 
pro�t but could exit without hurting the company’s 
current value in the event they could not perform as 
expected.

In our meeting with the client, we presented them with 
all the options available and the pros and cons that 
came with it, to my surprise the client seemed extreme-
ly relived with our suggestions as they were in a state of 
panic as they too knew the hazards of the costing they 
would go through if the project was not completed on 
time.

This happened a few months ago. I had a Client who 
wanted me to help them �nance a Major Contract 
that had been awarded to them. We met the clients 
and they showed us all documents pertaining to the 
project. 

Now the contract was legitimate and valid, but the 
only �aw that I could see was 
that the company was not 
�nancially strong enough to 
undertake the said project as 
the company was currently 
doing a turnover of 
approximately RM 15 -23 
Million a year based on their 
last 8 year track record, however this current 
contract was RM 87 Million and they have no 
current facilities from any �nancial institutions to 
date to help �nance the contract.
Now on face value most people would be elevated 
that they have been awarded a RM 87 Million Con-
tract, but at SKB we always have to look at the 
fundamentals of actually undertaking the contract 
and delivering on time as that’s where your money 
and pro�t comes from.

We brainstormed at our Think Tank Meeting and 

Now as an Investor you are well aware of the market 
awareness and market share held by “Body Shop” Assum-
ing there is this smaller manufacturing company that has 
products similar to Body Shop with a 100% organic ingre-
dient structure and supposedly better than products at 
the Body Shop.

What would you do? Well the �rst thing that I would do is 
look at the Branding. If there is relatively minimum to No 
Exposure on the company and its products then my 
personal preconceptions would kick in as “How do 
they sell the products that No One Knows 
EXISTS???”

You see the common misconception by most business 
people is that my Product is superior! It’s great to have the 
con�dence! But always remember that no matter how 
good your product is, without proper Branding you are 
gone before you even start!

As an Investor we need to see how well the Product can 
sell within the creation of the Brand Image of the compa-
ny and product and costs that will be derived for the said 
exercise. If that is feasible against the Margins explanation 
in area number 2 as mentioned above, only then we 
would consider the said Investment Viable.

Another example in the consumer packaged goods (CPG) 
world, there are countless energy drinks. But there's a 
reason why Red Bull  has been a huge success while other 
products with similar recipes and formulas have failed: 
formulas can be copied, brands cannot; an important 
lesson to remember.  
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4. REPETITIVE INCOME – Repetitive income is the 
portion of the revenue that is going to continue in the 
future.  It provides a nice base (ideally a growing base) of 
revenue on which management can rely on while focus-
ing on ways to grow the business.  It’s especially valu-
able because the cost of acquiring a new customer is 
typically about six times the cost of keeping an existing 
customer.

For example cosmetics, in consumer products recurring 
revenue comes from repeat purchases. Maybe you 
bought the product once because you liked the packag-
ing, you buy it again because the product performed 
better than or as anticipated, like say Sunsilk Shampoo, 
once you have used it and it feels good after using, then 
the Packaging has worked in prompting you the 
customer to pick up the product and be a recurring 
customer for the product.  

It’s not enough, of course, to look to recurring revenue; 
the question is how frequently that revenue will recur.  
At another Investment that we undertook, we invested 
in a Women’s Day and Night Cream Company with a 
beautifully designed bottle that dispensed the cream in 
the exact proportions the average woman needed 
every day. The problem was that the average woman 
usually uses a lot more night and day cream than is 
needed.  As a result, consumers took 12-18 months 
longer than normal to use up our cream. Sounds great 
for the consumer, but it was problematic for the compa-
ny because it delayed the repeat purchase cycle. 

We got burned on this deal as we formulated all the 
systems from Margins to branding but making the prod-
uct so e�ective we screwed ourselves on the long term 
repetitive business margins that hurt the company’s 
innate value in the long run.

5. EXIT STRATEGY – For an Investor the Exit Strate-
gy is one of our key factors that we look at. As this strate-
gy determines the time frame and mode of when and 
how we invest our funds, therefore recouping the said 
investment(s) and making the prescribed pro�t(s) are 
purely determined by the scheduled Exit Strategy. 

Most Business owners think that if they build a great 
company there will always be a home for it, but in 
certain or rather most industries that's de�nitely not the 
case. When we come into a company as an Investor we 
look at the Exit Strategy being done in either of the 3 
ways prescribed below:

a) AN IPO OPTION – Dependent of the company’s 
turnover and nature of business, we would primarily 
look into taking the company listing and cashing out at 
the IPO. It is our Job at SKB to build and maintain the 
company for this exercise. 

b) A BUYOUT OPTION - If the company has visions of 
selling to a strategic acquirer, it should be able to 1) 
identify who these likely “strategic Acquirers” are, 2) 
determine what their acquisition strategies have been, 
and 3) be able to explain why that business should be 
attractive to a strategic acquirer. 

We would also prepare the said company for a Strategic 
Merger and Acquisition process if that is the required 
option agreed by all parties.

c) THE R.O.I MODEL – This Model of Investment is 
whereby a certain rate of returns has been determined 

by the Promoters and SKB and upon the achievement of 
benchmarks set by both parties, the Exit Strategy used 
would be based on how we have recouped our Invest-
ment and Pro�t as predetermined at time of initial 
investment structure as agreed by all parties.

I sincerely hope that I have been helpful in enlightening 
you as to what we Investors should look into Investing 
in SME Companies. 

I hope that I have been able to help show you the chal-
lenges that are being faced by us the Investors and how 
to make your business more applicable and Investor 
friendly.

I wish you all the Best and Hope this article helps you get 
the necessary investment(s) required for your company 
for its growth and expansion.

Please feel free to call us at SKB should you need any 
further advice on any of the stated matters. 

Till then please have a Profitable 
Month Ahead and Best Regards 
Always!!!

 



With this they opted for selling the project outright! 
There were lots of formalities that needed to be done, 
which of course I am not in the liberty to discuss at 
the moment, the bottom line is we managed to get a 
buyer for the project at a price slightly lower than we 
had expected, as the costs of materials were the only 
volatile factor here and both parties had agreed to the 
said pricing after the various calculations were agreed 
upon.

Then came the bummer! The project itself was 
cancelled all of a sudden, when certain criteria’s were 
not met by the awarders. The lucky thing was that our 
client was compensated I would say rather hand-
somely as we managed to negotiate with their suppli-
ers on the disposal of some of the preordered materi-
als.

The focus of this case study is that though the client 
eventually lost the contract, we helped him to make 
money on it and not only that, the company that was 
willing to buy the project was really impressed with 
the ethical way of business dealt by our clients that 
they have sub contracted works in the amount of RM 
7.5 Million to the client as I am writing this. 

 

The Moral of this story is always do your costing’s 
right as one small mistake may lead to your business 
bleeding money and for me the most important 
thing is always be Honest and Ethical in business as 
you may lose small but you will always WIN Big like 
my client here.

Have a Great Month ahead! Till we 
meet again…..

By:  Datuk Ezral Mizare
         Vice President Business Development
      
His expertise lies in heading Malaysian based Corporate Projects and 
Investments  Projects. He also handles The SKB BUMIPUTRA Investment 
Portfolio and Consultancy Services to understand the challenges of SKB Clients 
from a Malaysian perspective.

My Apologies for not Greeting all you wonderful readers in our last issue!! As I was Over-
seas for quite some time, I could not make our lovely editor’s deadline. So in line with this 
Month’s issue I decided to relate one of my Investment case for your awareness on the Do’s 
and Don’ts of Investment!

looked at the numbers and �gures and try to come up 
with an applicable solution, however the terms of 
payments and the costs of the project had too many 
discrepancies as the only way the company could make 
a comfortable pro�t was to deliver the project on time 
as any delays would cost them dearly.

Now the other issue that we noticed was that �nance 
was just one of the issues and the other major issue was 
steel fabrication works which the clients had no experi-
ence in doing but was part of the contract as a whole. 
This posed as a major problem, as we needed the 
company to be �nanced right, deliver the project on 
time whilst handling the Steel Fabrication works that 
they had no experience in handling.

After careful thought and 
planning, our only option 
was to either create A Joint
 venture for the project or
 sell the project to a 
company who had the 
means and expertise to 
undertake the project, whilst our clients made a smaller 
pro�t but could exit without hurting the company’s 
current value in the event they could not perform as 
expected.

In our meeting with the client, we presented them with 
all the options available and the pros and cons that 
came with it, to my surprise the client seemed extreme-
ly relived with our suggestions as they were in a state of 
panic as they too knew the hazards of the costing they 
would go through if the project was not completed on 
time.

This happened a few months ago. I had a Client who 
wanted me to help them �nance a Major Contract 
that had been awarded to them. We met the clients 
and they showed us all documents pertaining to the 
project. 

Now the contract was legitimate and valid, but the 
only �aw that I could see was 
that the company was not 
�nancially strong enough to 
undertake the said project as 
the company was currently 
doing a turnover of 
approximately RM 15 -23 
Million a year based on their 
last 8 year track record, however this current 
contract was RM 87 Million and they have no 
current facilities from any �nancial institutions to 
date to help �nance the contract.
Now on face value most people would be elevated 
that they have been awarded a RM 87 Million Con-
tract, but at SKB we always have to look at the 
fundamentals of actually undertaking the contract 
and delivering on time as that’s where your money 
and pro�t comes from.

We brainstormed at our Think Tank Meeting and 

AN INVESTMENT CASE STUDY: 2

Now as an Investor you are well aware of the market 
awareness and market share held by “Body Shop” Assum-
ing there is this smaller manufacturing company that has 
products similar to Body Shop with a 100% organic ingre-
dient structure and supposedly better than products at 
the Body Shop.

What would you do? Well the �rst thing that I would do is 
look at the Branding. If there is relatively minimum to No 
Exposure on the company and its products then my 
personal preconceptions would kick in as “How do 
they sell the products that No One Knows 
EXISTS???”

You see the common misconception by most business 
people is that my Product is superior! It’s great to have the 
con�dence! But always remember that no matter how 
good your product is, without proper Branding you are 
gone before you even start!

As an Investor we need to see how well the Product can 
sell within the creation of the Brand Image of the compa-
ny and product and costs that will be derived for the said 
exercise. If that is feasible against the Margins explanation 
in area number 2 as mentioned above, only then we 
would consider the said Investment Viable.

Another example in the consumer packaged goods (CPG) 
world, there are countless energy drinks. But there's a 
reason why Red Bull  has been a huge success while other 
products with similar recipes and formulas have failed: 
formulas can be copied, brands cannot; an important 
lesson to remember.  
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4. REPETITIVE INCOME – Repetitive income is the 
portion of the revenue that is going to continue in the 
future.  It provides a nice base (ideally a growing base) of 
revenue on which management can rely on while focus-
ing on ways to grow the business.  It’s especially valu-
able because the cost of acquiring a new customer is 
typically about six times the cost of keeping an existing 
customer.

For example cosmetics, in consumer products recurring 
revenue comes from repeat purchases. Maybe you 
bought the product once because you liked the packag-
ing, you buy it again because the product performed 
better than or as anticipated, like say Sunsilk Shampoo, 
once you have used it and it feels good after using, then 
the Packaging has worked in prompting you the 
customer to pick up the product and be a recurring 
customer for the product.  

It’s not enough, of course, to look to recurring revenue; 
the question is how frequently that revenue will recur.  
At another Investment that we undertook, we invested 
in a Women’s Day and Night Cream Company with a 
beautifully designed bottle that dispensed the cream in 
the exact proportions the average woman needed 
every day. The problem was that the average woman 
usually uses a lot more night and day cream than is 
needed.  As a result, consumers took 12-18 months 
longer than normal to use up our cream. Sounds great 
for the consumer, but it was problematic for the compa-
ny because it delayed the repeat purchase cycle. 

We got burned on this deal as we formulated all the 
systems from Margins to branding but making the prod-
uct so e�ective we screwed ourselves on the long term 
repetitive business margins that hurt the company’s 
innate value in the long run.

5. EXIT STRATEGY – For an Investor the Exit Strate-
gy is one of our key factors that we look at. As this strate-
gy determines the time frame and mode of when and 
how we invest our funds, therefore recouping the said 
investment(s) and making the prescribed pro�t(s) are 
purely determined by the scheduled Exit Strategy. 

Most Business owners think that if they build a great 
company there will always be a home for it, but in 
certain or rather most industries that's de�nitely not the 
case. When we come into a company as an Investor we 
look at the Exit Strategy being done in either of the 3 
ways prescribed below:

a) AN IPO OPTION – Dependent of the company’s 
turnover and nature of business, we would primarily 
look into taking the company listing and cashing out at 
the IPO. It is our Job at SKB to build and maintain the 
company for this exercise. 

b) A BUYOUT OPTION - If the company has visions of 
selling to a strategic acquirer, it should be able to 1) 
identify who these likely “strategic Acquirers” are, 2) 
determine what their acquisition strategies have been, 
and 3) be able to explain why that business should be 
attractive to a strategic acquirer. 

We would also prepare the said company for a Strategic 
Merger and Acquisition process if that is the required 
option agreed by all parties.

c) THE R.O.I MODEL – This Model of Investment is 
whereby a certain rate of returns has been determined 

by the Promoters and SKB and upon the achievement of 
benchmarks set by both parties, the Exit Strategy used 
would be based on how we have recouped our Invest-
ment and Pro�t as predetermined at time of initial 
investment structure as agreed by all parties.

I sincerely hope that I have been helpful in enlightening 
you as to what we Investors should look into Investing 
in SME Companies. 

I hope that I have been able to help show you the chal-
lenges that are being faced by us the Investors and how 
to make your business more applicable and Investor 
friendly.

I wish you all the Best and Hope this article helps you get 
the necessary investment(s) required for your company 
for its growth and expansion.

Please feel free to call us at SKB should you need any 
further advice on any of the stated matters. 

Till then please have a Profitable 
Month Ahead and Best Regards 
Always!!!

 



With this they opted for selling the project outright! 
There were lots of formalities that needed to be done, 
which of course I am not in the liberty to discuss at 
the moment, the bottom line is we managed to get a 
buyer for the project at a price slightly lower than we 
had expected, as the costs of materials were the only 
volatile factor here and both parties had agreed to the 
said pricing after the various calculations were agreed 
upon.

Then came the bummer! The project itself was 
cancelled all of a sudden, when certain criteria’s were 
not met by the awarders. The lucky thing was that our 
client was compensated I would say rather hand-
somely as we managed to negotiate with their suppli-
ers on the disposal of some of the preordered materi-
als.

The focus of this case study is that though the client 
eventually lost the contract, we helped him to make 
money on it and not only that, the company that was 
willing to buy the project was really impressed with 
the ethical way of business dealt by our clients that 
they have sub contracted works in the amount of RM 
7.5 Million to the client as I am writing this. 

The Moral of this story is always do your costing’s 
right as one small mistake may lead to your business 
bleeding money and for me the most important 
thing is always be Honest and Ethical in business as 
you may lose small but you will always WIN Big like 
my client here.

Have a Great Month ahead! Till we 
meet again…..

IF THIS IS THE STATE OF YOUR 
MERGER PROCESS

PLEASE ALLOW US TO HELP YOU!!!
MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS AT

http://skbassociate.com/mergers_n_acquisitions.html

looked at the numbers and �gures and try to come up 
with an applicable solution, however the terms of 
payments and the costs of the project had too many 
discrepancies as the only way the company could make 
a comfortable pro�t was to deliver the project on time 
as any delays would cost them dearly.

Now the other issue that we noticed was that �nance 
was just one of the issues and the other major issue was 
steel fabrication works which the clients had no experi-
ence in doing but was part of the contract as a whole. 
This posed as a major problem, as we needed the 
company to be �nanced right, deliver the project on 
time whilst handling the Steel Fabrication works that 
they had no experience in handling.

After careful thought and 
planning, our only option 
was to either create A Joint
 venture for the project or
 sell the project to a 
company who had the 
means and expertise to 
undertake the project, whilst our clients made a smaller 
pro�t but could exit without hurting the company’s 
current value in the event they could not perform as 
expected.

In our meeting with the client, we presented them with 
all the options available and the pros and cons that 
came with it, to my surprise the client seemed extreme-
ly relived with our suggestions as they were in a state of 
panic as they too knew the hazards of the costing they 
would go through if the project was not completed on 
time.

This happened a few months ago. I had a Client who 
wanted me to help them �nance a Major Contract 
that had been awarded to them. We met the clients 
and they showed us all documents pertaining to the 
project. 

Now the contract was legitimate and valid, but the 
only �aw that I could see was 
that the company was not 
�nancially strong enough to 
undertake the said project as 
the company was currently 
doing a turnover of 
approximately RM 15 -23 
Million a year based on their 
last 8 year track record, however this current 
contract was RM 87 Million and they have no 
current facilities from any �nancial institutions to 
date to help �nance the contract.
Now on face value most people would be elevated 
that they have been awarded a RM 87 Million Con-
tract, but at SKB we always have to look at the 
fundamentals of actually undertaking the contract 
and delivering on time as that’s where your money 
and pro�t comes from.

We brainstormed at our Think Tank Meeting and 
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The Conclave 
Biz Quiz

With this they opted for selling the project outright! 
There were lots of formalities that needed to be done, 
which of course I am not in the liberty to discuss at 
the moment, the bottom line is we managed to get a 
buyer for the project at a price slightly lower than we 
had expected, as the costs of materials were the only 
volatile factor here and both parties had agreed to the 
said pricing after the various calculations were agreed 
upon.

Then came the bummer! The project itself was 
cancelled all of a sudden, when certain criteria’s were 
not met by the awarders. The lucky thing was that our 
client was compensated I would say rather hand-
somely as we managed to negotiate with their suppli-
ers on the disposal of some of the preordered materi-
als.

The focus of this case study is that though the client 
eventually lost the contract, we helped him to make 
money on it and not only that, the company that was 
willing to buy the project was really impressed with 
the ethical way of business dealt by our clients that 
they have sub contracted works in the amount of RM 
7.5 Million to the client as I am writing this. 

6.  Do you plan ahead?
            •   YES
            •   NO

7. Do you tend to get along with people? 
   •    YES
   •    NO

8 .  Are you good at handling criticisms?

     •    YES
   •    NO

9. Are you okay with not paying every single bill 
within the first week of every month?
             •    YES
   •    NO

10.  When a public holiday falls on a weekend, 
and you miss the extra day of holiday; are you fine 
with it?
           •    YES
   •    NO

If all your answers are NO, then you would 
be the best at a job. If half your answers are 
NO, then you still have some thinking to do. 
If all your answers are YES, then you will 
definitely excel at the business of your choos-
ing.

All the best in choosing your 
future.!!!

So you have been in a job for a million years 
and are wondering whether it’s time to get into 
your own business. Although the world of 
business can be of limitless potential, remem-
ber, there’s no safety net. You might have the 
technical know-how of the particular industry, 
but, do you have the personality that matches 
the business mentality?

Take the quiz and find out..
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WHAT IS THE DEFINITION OF AN 
INVESTMENT AND HOW DOES IT APPLY TO 

ANY BUSINESS ENTITY? 
                                                                                By: Prashun Kumar Choudhury
                                                                                    Head of  Business Development.

                                                             Prashun is the Head Of Business Development of The SKB Group  
            of companies. His primary expertise lies in heading New Projects  
           and Designing Systems for various Industries that require a boost  
           their business and company. Currently he is making headway in the
           Education and Hospitality Industries.

       The Definition:
       The definition of an investment is extensive but in the actual term,    
       does that really mean it’s only to pump in capital injection into a 
       business? A recent meeting with a client prompted me to write this 
       article. 

The Question:
Hey Prashun, Thank you so much for sharing your inaugural business and financial maga-
zine “The Conclave”. It is very interesting to read the types of problems faced by busi-
nesses in Malaysia and you do have a solution for every problem. 

Looking forward to your next issue. On another note, I am quite confused with the definition 
of an “Investment”. My business is doing a turnover of RM 600K per month by selling our 
own cosmetic products and I am seriously looking to expand to another brand before my 
current product is obsolete. Well this is what most investors advised, and they were quite 
picky in investing. At the same time do I need to give up my company shares? What are the 
implications and repercussion eventually to my business? Will I lose the rights for the com-
pany? Will they help me to grow the company further? How will it work? Your expertise and 
advice are highly appreciated.

Regards, 
Jason

Dear Jason,

Firstly, I would like to thank you for reading “The 
Conclave” and I am glad this is allowing readers to 
understand the problems and the solutions available 
as in this current economic wave, most business 
owners are either selling o� their business or going 
crazy trying to �nance the expansion of their compa-
nies. 

Nevertheless, we will surely share more articles and 
topics in our coming issues. 

Well, to answer your question, this is a very interesting 
topic because you are not the �rst business man to 
share your observation 
and are confused on
 the term 
“Investment”. 

According to 
Cambridge, the term 
Investment for a 
business means 
“the Act of putting 
money, effort, time, 
talent, emotional energy, etc into something to 
make a profit or get an advantage in return.” 
Now di�erent investors will have di�erent ways to 
handle such cases and the classic example Is:
 
a) Short term Venture Capitalist - to 
just fund the project/expansion which is a form of 
investment with average returns of 13% to 15% per 
annum. 

b) Classic Investors - holding stake in compa-
nies which mostly the controlling stake (51% or more) 
depending on the amount of investment derived. (In 
this case, investors will be very selective in the type of 
business they would want to invest in)

c) Management Investors- who come into 
the business with an agreement with the current 
shareholders and will  be holding a 50% stake in the 
company.

In this, their sole purpose is to take the business to a 
greater height where they will ensure that the Opera-

VC’s due to the returns ratio. 

In situations like this we need to see how we could 
evaluate the business and see their SWOT analysis 
before we could structure a workable proposal. 

The SKB Group, structured an investment plan that �t 
exactly what the Client was looking for as well as got 
our Panel Investors excited about and came in to close 
the deal. 

I guess with these explanations you sort of understand 
the di�erent types of investment strategies and how 
each strategy works.

With this you can make a better decision on which is 
suitable option for your business. 

I hope this answers your questions and if you have any 
queries, feel free to drop by and we will discuss them 
further.

HOW DID WE DO IT?? 
Give me a call and I will 
tell you about it!!! 

Have a pro�itable week ahead!

How did we do that? Firstly, we showed that a business 
doesn’t just depend on Pro�t and loss or bank state-
ments. We made them look into the current and future 
contract value, prospects of the business within the 
next few years and deviated the idea of valuing the 
investment plan with just the current pro�ts. 

The calculation that was made was
justi�able to what the company
wanted as there was an end 
game woven into this deal.

Within 3 months, the Deal Was Closed and the 
company has bagged contracts worth USD 15 Million 
to be executed by the end of 2018. 

The shareholders were willing to let go of the shares as 
they knew this strategic alliance would open new 
ventures for them and they needed a strategic partner 
to not only buy in their shares but also help the com-
pany to grow to the next level. This exercise, is what we 
call a Win-Win Situation for both parties.

CASE STUDY - 2:
A reputed luxury car dealer with the majority share-
holding held by a foreigner was looking for an invest-
ment of RM 11 Million for stocking of their luxury 
vehicles. 

They had applied through �nancial institutions, but 
were rejected due to various reasons. Firstly, the luxury 
car business is a high-risk business and not a favoured 
industry.

Secondly, to obtain any loans, the �nancial institutions 
will only favour if the Majority shareholders are local. 

When, the business owner came to us with this prob-
lem, we pointed out the problems and he admitted 
that they have been waiting for a reply from the banks 
for over 5 months now and can’t wait any further as 
this is hampering their business. 

He was looking out for investment from investors. So, 
we did discuss the 5 types of investment plans avail-
able. He wasn’t willing to give up his shares as that was 
his baby and he wouldn’t want the investor to have 
any controlling stake. Secondly, He was not keen with 

Understanding your Investor…

Before looking for an investor, �rstly you will need to 
know the SWOT analysis of your company (Strength, 
Weaknesses, Opportunity, and Threats).  

That way you will know what you need and know how 
to entice them to invest? The Key Factor is Why would 
it be bene�cial for them to invest in your company? 
How much time, e�ort and money are you willing to 
also contribute in this exercise? Always remember that 
the company is your baby and they will be investing 
their funds.  Therefore your COMMITMENT is para-
mount.

An Investment is a mutual agreement, as much as you 
need to safeguard yourself, you need to remember the 
Investors need to safeguard themselves too. 

Once you know what your SWOT is, the next step is 
the Valuation of the company, as that would determine 
the amount of Investment proposed makes sense 
against the actual value of the company.

This process is very tricky as some business owners 
that I have met have insisted that investors can just 
view the Bank Statements, Pro�t and loss statements 
and audited reports. 

TRANSPARENCY is the MOST 
IMPORTANT FACTOR IN AN 

INVESTMENT! 

As Why should an Investor go through the process of Due 
diligence which is tedious if you are not being honest!  
In this case, a valuation is done to ensure that you are 
giving the true and accurate �gures for the investors to 
contemplate the appropriate method to invest into 
your company. 

Let me share with you some case studies that we have 
with some of our clients, as this might be bene�cial for 
you to decide which option is suitable for your current 
requirement.

CASE STUDY -1:
A Sports Marketing company with a turnover of USD 
10 Million per year was looking for a strategic partner 
to purchase the shares of an existing shareholder and 
replace the task as also a sourcing partner for their 
products. 

The company wanted to sell 40% of its shares but 
couldn’t valuate the �gures appropriately and wanted 
us, the SKB Group to advice and the time given was too 
short. 

We had to move fast as investors don’t have the time 
nor the patience to wait as they have 100 other com-
panies waiting in line for their investment. 

The company couldn’t justify the valuation to the 
investors and of course looking at the value of the 
company and the shares they were planning to sell 
was too high.

Our team including me worked on it for three whole 
days and night, and structured a deal that the investors 
couldn’t resist.
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CASE STUDY - 2:
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will only favour if the Majority shareholders are local. 
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lem, we pointed out the problems and he admitted 
that they have been waiting for a reply from the banks 
for over 5 months now and can’t wait any further as 
this is hampering their business. 

He was looking out for investment from investors. So, 
we did discuss the 5 types of investment plans avail-
able. He wasn’t willing to give up his shares as that was 
his baby and he wouldn’t want the investor to have 
any controlling stake. Secondly, He was not keen with 

Understanding your Investor…

Before looking for an investor, �rstly you will need to 
know the SWOT analysis of your company (Strength, 
Weaknesses, Opportunity, and Threats).  

That way you will know what you need and know how 
to entice them to invest? The Key Factor is Why would 
it be bene�cial for them to invest in your company? 
How much time, e�ort and money are you willing to 
also contribute in this exercise? Always remember that 
the company is your baby and they will be investing 
their funds.  Therefore your COMMITMENT is para-
mount.

An Investment is a mutual agreement, as much as you 
need to safeguard yourself, you need to remember the 
Investors need to safeguard themselves too. 

Once you know what your SWOT is, the next step is 
the Valuation of the company, as that would determine 
the amount of Investment proposed makes sense 
against the actual value of the company.

This process is very tricky as some business owners 
that I have met have insisted that investors can just 
view the Bank Statements, Pro�t and loss statements 
and audited reports. 

TRANSPARENCY is the MOST 
IMPORTANT FACTOR IN AN 

INVESTMENT! 

As Why should an Investor go through the process of Due 
diligence which is tedious if you are not being honest!  
In this case, a valuation is done to ensure that you are 
giving the true and accurate �gures for the investors to 
contemplate the appropriate method to invest into 
your company. 

Let me share with you some case studies that we have 
with some of our clients, as this might be bene�cial for 
you to decide which option is suitable for your current 
requirement.

CASE STUDY -1:
A Sports Marketing company with a turnover of USD 
10 Million per year was looking for a strategic partner 
to purchase the shares of an existing shareholder and 
replace the task as also a sourcing partner for their 
products. 

The company wanted to sell 40% of its shares but 
couldn’t valuate the �gures appropriately and wanted 
us, the SKB Group to advice and the time given was too 
short. 

We had to move fast as investors don’t have the time 
nor the patience to wait as they have 100 other com-
panies waiting in line for their investment. 

The company couldn’t justify the valuation to the 
investors and of course looking at the value of the 
company and the shares they were planning to sell 
was too high.

Our team including me worked on it for three whole 
days and night, and structured a deal that the investors 
couldn’t resist.
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tions Management, Marketing Management, Financial 
Management and other areas deemed necessary to be 
looked into in order to grow the business.

The reason investors are being fussy with your current 
business and asking you to branch out, is because 
most products don’t have a 3 year lifespan in the 
market.

In this 3 years, their end game is ultimately to make as 
much money possible as there will be competitors that 
will be copying your idea by then and if they are too 
good, you will be severely be losing your market share.

If your marketing, branding, and advertising is not 
impactful, then you will be out of the market faster. 
This is a fact in any industry. So, that’s why you need to 
come up with an alternative brand or product to 
supplement the next stage of your business. 



HOW DOES AN
INVESTMENT PROCESS 

WORK? 

A common myth about Businesses in Asia is that if you are having financial problems and the Banks are not help-
ing you, “FIND AN INVESTOR” –as if there are Investors in every corner waiting to invest in your company.
Another common misconception is that a business owner should not be questioned by the investors about what 
exactly he is doing with their money.

The most important issue that the said Businessmen fail to understand is that the business or company needs 
an Investor only because the their �nances nor their business planning went well. Moreover, such incidents 
have led them to require the �nancial assistance of an Investor in the �rst place.

What the investors want; what are the myths and what are 
the realities is what this article is all about.

By:  Jenna Chow
VP Marketing

Jenna is the VICE PRESIDENT of MARKETING of The SKB group 
of companies. Her primary expertise lies in heading Corporate 
Projects and Investment Diligence for various Industries that require 
The SKB Investment and Consultancy Services to boost their 
business and company. Currently she is making headway in the 
Manufacturing and Trading Industry.

1. WHO ARE INVESTORS?
The term Investors can vary from board members 
making their own investment decisions to investment 
of group funds based on committee. 

2. WHY DO THEY WANT TO INVEST?
The primary reason as to why an Investor looks at any 
signi�cant Investment is that they want to ensure they 
can make an acceptable rate of pro�t on a venture or 
business idea that looks like a sound investment. 
However most Investors are comfortable in investing 
in areas that they are familiar with. For instance an 
Investor from the Agriculture �eld would de�nitely not 
consider investing in an IT company or vice versa.
Therefore identifying your investors correctly is a very 
crucial aspect in getting them to invest in your compa-
ny or venture. Remember, no matter how well you 
know your industry, if they don’t know it they won’t 
come in.

3. THE INVESTMENT PROPOSAL
This is the �rst thing an investor would look into ! It is 
advisable to send a teaser, which contains not more 
than 3 to maximum 5 pages in order for the prospec-
tive investor to digest what exactly is the venture 
that requires the investment. 
Remember investors always have their Advocates, 
Accountants and Consultants like us to peruse the 
said teaser to see if the industry or project is viable.

              In the event they are intereste d, 
              then the promoter has to repare         
                                        a full proposal outlining the                   
                                        business or project, the key   
              requirement of the investment. 
              This has to be based on the   
              durationof the investment   
              requested. The budget or rather  
              the usage of the investment and 
most importantly what is the Returns On Investment 

(R.O.I) that the promoter is willing to o�er the investor. 

However let me give you an important area that we 
Investment Consultants look into:
1) How would the promoter secure the investor against 
the investment given?

2) What are the contingencies taken in the event the 
venture, project or business does not achieve the parame-
ters of success as proposed by the promoters?

4. THE SCREENING PROCESS
After the business or venture has been accepted by 
the investor on face value, it goes through a screening 
process. The investment screening process is conduct-
ed by board members. It is based on a mechanism for 
selecting companies or projects that the investment 
company will review through presentations at meet-
ings by their appointed professionals as given above.

A screening process should be established to avoid 
business plans not worthy of investment review and 
consideration. When a new investment project is 
received, the �rst valuation step is a Pre-Screening 
phase. It consists of a preliminary analysis of the 
business plan. This may also include interviewing the 
investees to obtain needed additional information as 
part of the evaluation process. 

5. THE PRESENTATION
This phase is time consuming and it is fundamental to 
identify the key elements to evaluate a business plan. 
Only the most serious proposals that �t with the 
investment focus are communicated to the investees. 
Once they have been selected the promoters or invest-
ees would be required to conduct a formal presenta-
tion to convince the Investment Board as to why the 
said business plan is worth investing into.  

Here is where the promoters or investees must make a 
convincing argument to show that they know their 
business and project inside out, as here is where they 
will be bombarded with an array of questions from the 
board of Investors to the consultants. As this presenta-
tion is where the investors would determine as to 
whether they are willing to take a chance and invest 
into the promoter’s project or company.

6. THE DUE DILIGENCE
This is a very important stage of the process. I person-
ally can’t impress enough on the importance of this 
stage as here is where all the presented information is 
veri�ed thoroughly by the investors and their appoint-
ed agents to ensure that the information presented is 
accurate, true and able to sustain the plan projected 
during the presentation. During a Due Diligence, every 
aspect of the business plan is looked into, as if any 
information is deemed NOT ACCURATE, the 
Investor would pull out with immediate e�ect.

Always remember, the investor will want to invest in 
the most pro�table projects and this means that all 
potential investments need to be appraised carefully 
and thoroughly. The objective of any investment 
program is to create future income for both parties, 
hence HONESTY is a very important factor.

7. THE TERM SHEET
Upon the �nal results of the Due Diligence, the inves-
tors ensure that all investments are consistent with the 
overall objectives set by the company. In other words, 
the investor will be determining if this potential proj-
ect can be considered. These checks will depend on 
the nature of the company and the industry it is 
involved in and mostly the risk factor that has to be 
factored in. 

The board will then send the promoter a formal Term 

Sheet, explaining the terms and conditions of the said 
Investment to the promoter and their company, the 
investor would also set an expected rate of return on 
the particular investment that they deem is fair to 
both parties. 

Once the term sheet is veri�ed and endorsed by both 
parties then it goes into the �nal stage…
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selecting companies or projects that the investment 
company will review through presentations at meet-
ings by their appointed professionals as given above.

A screening process should be established to avoid 
business plans not worthy of investment review and 
consideration. When a new investment project is 
received, the �rst valuation step is a Pre-Screening 
phase. It consists of a preliminary analysis of the 
business plan. This may also include interviewing the 
investees to obtain needed additional information as 
part of the evaluation process. 

5. THE PRESENTATION
This phase is time consuming and it is fundamental to 
identify the key elements to evaluate a business plan. 
Only the most serious proposals that �t with the 
investment focus are communicated to the investees. 
Once they have been selected the promoters or invest-
ees would be required to conduct a formal presenta-
tion to convince the Investment Board as to why the 
said business plan is worth investing into.  

Here is where the promoters or investees must make a 
convincing argument to show that they know their 
business and project inside out, as here is where they 
will be bombarded with an array of questions from the 
board of Investors to the consultants. As this presenta-
tion is where the investors would determine as to 
whether they are willing to take a chance and invest 
into the promoter’s project or company.
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This is a very important stage of the process. I person-
ally can’t impress enough on the importance of this 
stage as here is where all the presented information is 
veri�ed thoroughly by the investors and their appoint-
ed agents to ensure that the information presented is 
accurate, true and able to sustain the plan projected 
during the presentation. During a Due Diligence, every 
aspect of the business plan is looked into, as if any 
information is deemed NOT ACCURATE, the 
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A dollar in a simple, low-cost stock index fund is likely to 
double within 10 years. Then that $2 will turn into $4 
and then $8 and so on. “If you can �nd a way to save, if 
you can �nd a way to invest inexpensively in the market, 
you can start to build your net worth,” Cuban says.
Nobody is barred from enjoying the wealth-building 
magic of compounding. It doesn’t take luck or an 
appearance on a TV show to make it big.
All it takes, Cuban says, is frugality, discipline and time.
“You can start to make good things happen. I think 
that’s possible for everybody. I’m not saying that it’s 
easy, particularly if you have a family,” Cuban says.
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The term Investors can vary from board members 
making their own investment decisions to investment 
of group funds based on committee. 
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convincing argument to show that they know their 
business and project inside out, as here is where they 
will be bombarded with an array of questions from the 
board of Investors to the consultants. As this presenta-
tion is where the investors would determine as to 
whether they are willing to take a chance and invest 
into the promoter’s project or company.

6. THE DUE DILIGENCE
This is a very important stage of the process. I person-
ally can’t impress enough on the importance of this 
stage as here is where all the presented information is 
veri�ed thoroughly by the investors and their appoint-
ed agents to ensure that the information presented is 
accurate, true and able to sustain the plan projected 
during the presentation. During a Due Diligence, every 
aspect of the business plan is looked into, as if any 
information is deemed NOT ACCURATE, the 
Investor would pull out with immediate e�ect.

Always remember, the investor will want to invest in 
the most pro�table projects and this means that all 
potential investments need to be appraised carefully 
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program is to create future income for both parties, 
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Upon the �nal results of the Due Diligence, the inves-
tors ensure that all investments are consistent with the 
overall objectives set by the company. In other words, 
the investor will be determining if this potential proj-
ect can be considered. These checks will depend on 
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The board will then send the promoter a formal Term 

Sheet, explaining the terms and conditions of the said 
Investment to the promoter and their company, the 
investor would also set an expected rate of return on 
the particular investment that they deem is fair to 
both parties. 

Once the term sheet is veri�ed and endorsed by both 
parties then it goes into the �nal stage…

8. THE LEGAL AGREEMENT(S) 
Here the terms and conditions in the term sheet is 
formalized through a formal agreement done 
through the Solicitors of the Investor. It would be 
con�rmed by the Solicitors of the Investee. Once 
both sides have come to an agreement and 
endorsed the said agreement(s) then and only then 
any and all monies are disbursed in the manner that 
has been stipulated in the agreement.

These 8 steps should clarify that, it is Not 
Easy to entice an Investor as there is a lot of work 
that goes into the process. Take it from me as I 
handle this every day, it is not an easy process. Please 
ensure that you have your facts and �gures right 
when meeting an Investor. Remember, they are 
Investors because they know how to read people 
and a business as a whole. So the best way to 
approach an investor is with complete transparency. 

BEST REGARDS, 
JENNA CHOW. 
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Life had other plans for Cuban. He made his �rst millions 
in the technology business and has since parlayed that 
stake into billions.

Scrappy startup founders with stars in their eyes �ght to 
get on “Shark Tank” now, where Cuban and his cast 
mates o�er advice and compete to invest in �edgling 
companies.

Yet, he says, most people don’t have to be entrepre-
neurs to be �nancial winners. In fact, like his fellow 
billionaire and friend Warren Bu�ett, Cuban strongly 
endorses low-cost index funds as a way to build wealth.
“The key is living within your means. Saving money and 
putting some into a low-cost mutual fund — like an SPX 
SPX, +0.11%  fund — and living as inexpensively as you 
possibly can, will pay o� dividends,” Cuban says.

Compounding magic 

By SPX he means an index fund that owns the S&P 500 
index of stocks, essentially, a low-cost, diversi�ed way to 
own the whole U.S. stock market and avoid individu-
al stocks.

Cuban’s larger point is that saving into a broad stock 
fund is enough for anyone to retire, thanks to com-
pounding. 



A dollar in a simple, low-cost stock index fund is likely to 
double within 10 years. Then that $2 will turn into $4 
and then $8 and so on. “If you can �nd a way to save, if 
you can �nd a way to invest inexpensively in the market, 
you can start to build your net worth,” Cuban says.
Nobody is barred from enjoying the wealth-building 
magic of compounding. It doesn’t take luck or an 
appearance on a TV show to make it big.
All it takes, Cuban says, is frugality, discipline and time.
“You can start to make good things happen. I think 
that’s possible for everybody. I’m not saying that it’s 
easy, particularly if you have a family,” Cuban says.

ANYONE CAN BE A MILLIONAIRE 
– WITH THE RIGHT MIND SET

1. WHO ARE INVESTORS?
The term Investors can vary from board members 
making their own investment decisions to investment 
of group funds based on committee. 

2. WHY DO THEY WANT TO INVEST?
The primary reason as to why an Investor looks at any 
signi�cant Investment is that they want to ensure they 
can make an acceptable rate of pro�t on a venture or 
business idea that looks like a sound investment. 
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in areas that they are familiar with. For instance an 
Investor from the Agriculture �eld would de�nitely not 
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consideration. When a new investment project is 
received, the �rst valuation step is a Pre-Screening 
phase. It consists of a preliminary analysis of the 
business plan. This may also include interviewing the 
investees to obtain needed additional information as 
part of the evaluation process. 

5. THE PRESENTATION
This phase is time consuming and it is fundamental to 
identify the key elements to evaluate a business plan. 
Only the most serious proposals that �t with the 
investment focus are communicated to the investees. 
Once they have been selected the promoters or invest-
ees would be required to conduct a formal presenta-
tion to convince the Investment Board as to why the 
said business plan is worth investing into.  

Here is where the promoters or investees must make a 
convincing argument to show that they know their 
business and project inside out, as here is where they 
will be bombarded with an array of questions from the 
board of Investors to the consultants. As this presenta-
tion is where the investors would determine as to 
whether they are willing to take a chance and invest 
into the promoter’s project or company.

6. THE DUE DILIGENCE
This is a very important stage of the process. I person-
ally can’t impress enough on the importance of this 
stage as here is where all the presented information is 
veri�ed thoroughly by the investors and their appoint-
ed agents to ensure that the information presented is 
accurate, true and able to sustain the plan projected 
during the presentation. During a Due Diligence, every 
aspect of the business plan is looked into, as if any 
information is deemed NOT ACCURATE, the 
Investor would pull out with immediate e�ect.

Always remember, the investor will want to invest in 
the most pro�table projects and this means that all 
potential investments need to be appraised carefully 
and thoroughly. The objective of any investment 
program is to create future income for both parties, 
hence HONESTY is a very important factor.

7. THE TERM SHEET
Upon the �nal results of the Due Diligence, the inves-
tors ensure that all investments are consistent with the 
overall objectives set by the company. In other words, 
the investor will be determining if this potential proj-
ect can be considered. These checks will depend on 
the nature of the company and the industry it is 
involved in and mostly the risk factor that has to be 
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The board will then send the promoter a formal Term 

Sheet, explaining the terms and conditions of the said 
Investment to the promoter and their company, the 
investor would also set an expected rate of return on 
the particular investment that they deem is fair to 
both parties. 

Once the term sheet is veri�ed and endorsed by both 
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Mark Cuban says the Best Investing Advice 
he got when young was to be as 

POOR as possible first.

By : Mark Cuban
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Mark Cuban once drove around a real hunk of junk — 
seriously. The billionaire Dallas Mavericks owner says 
the best pieces of investing advice he got when young 
was to be as poor as possible �rst.

The “Shark Tank” star these days doles out a lot of advice 
to young entrepreneurs on CNBC CMCSA, +0.43% but 
he says it doesn’t take a million-dollar idea to become 
rich.

In fact, Cuban argues, anyone can be a millionaire if they 
have the right mind-set. It just takes time and frugality.
“When I was getting started, I used to read this book, 
‘How to Retire at 35’,” Cuban told Money magazine.
In 1988, it advised readers to save aggressively in order 
to gain �nancial independence.
“The whole premise of the book was that if you could 
save up $1 million and live like a student, you could 
retire,” Cuban said.
“But you would have to have the discipline of saving. I 
believed heavily in that book. It was a big motivator for 
me,” he said.
“I did things like having �ve roommates and living o� of 
macaroni and cheese, and I was very, very frugal. I had 
the worst possible car — those types of things.”

Determined
Up to age 25, Cuban says, he didn’t drive a car worth 
more than $200. He once drove a Fiat X1/9 with, “a hole 
in the �oorboard. It was crazy. But that was my decision. 
I was determined to save money. I was determined to be 
able to retire.” 

Life had other plans for Cuban. He made his �rst millions 
in the technology business and has since parlayed that 
stake into billions.

Scrappy startup founders with stars in their eyes �ght to 
get on “Shark Tank” now, where Cuban and his cast 
mates o�er advice and compete to invest in �edgling 
companies.

Yet, he says, most people don’t have to be entrepre-
neurs to be �nancial winners. In fact, like his fellow 
billionaire and friend Warren Bu�ett, Cuban strongly 
endorses low-cost index funds as a way to build wealth.
“The key is living within your means. Saving money and 
putting some into a low-cost mutual fund — like an SPX 
SPX, +0.11%  fund — and living as inexpensively as you 
possibly can, will pay o� dividends,” Cuban says.

Compounding magic 

By SPX he means an index fund that owns the S&P 500 
index of stocks, essentially, a low-cost, diversi�ed way to 
own the whole U.S. stock market and avoid individu-
al stocks.

Cuban’s larger point is that saving into a broad stock 
fund is enough for anyone to retire, thanks to com-
pounding. 



A dollar in a simple, low-cost stock index fund is likely to 
double within 10 years. Then that $2 will turn into $4 
and then $8 and so on. “If you can �nd a way to save, if 
you can �nd a way to invest inexpensively in the market, 
you can start to build your net worth,” Cuban says.
Nobody is barred from enjoying the wealth-building 
magic of compounding. It doesn’t take luck or an 
appearance on a TV show to make it big.
All it takes, Cuban says, is frugality, discipline and time.
“You can start to make good things happen. I think 
that’s possible for everybody. I’m not saying that it’s 
easy, particularly if you have a family,” Cuban says.

                 “If you can find a way to save inexpensively, 
You can start to build your net worth”

No business capital to  
roll with?

PLEASE ALLOW US TO HELP YOU!!!

 CORPORATE FINANCING AT
http://skbassociate.com/corporate_financing.html
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                                 The S.I.S basically was started to help these business owners. What we   
    do at SKB is understand their Investment needs, look into the Market   
    forces for the said company or project, see if it is viable and then we give  
    our suggestions and methodologies on how the said Investment Proposal  
    should be projected whilst mitigating the risks as to what an Investor   
    would look at.
    
    Upon the completion of the said report, the client has an option to seek  
    their own Investors or hire us to take the said proposal to our panel of   
    Investors. That’s what the SKB Investment System is In a nutshell.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you evaluate the usefulness of this system to your 
    clients?

S. KHUGAN           : That’s a very good Question! The problem with Business and Project   
    owners today is that they know their businesses or projects very well.   
    However when they want to project their passion into a proposal or a   
    presentation most of the time they get confused on  the salient facts and  
    usually divert from what is important.

    For example, it doesn’t matter how many sample agreements   
    you can download from the Internet, you would still need a   
    Valid Lawyer to prepare and  endorse a legal agreement. 
    Similarly, it doesn’t matter how well you know accounts, 
    without an Auditor’s verification and signature the accounts has  
    no substance. 
   
    Likewise, if the proposal does not carry the significant points   
    then it fizzles out and becomes a liability rather than a tool that  
    would help the said business or project. 

    Therefore how we evaluate a client is by studying the company and   
    project. What the Client has to be prepared for is THE TRUTH.   
    Once we feel that the project is not valid, we explain to the Client our   
    findings and reasoning. Next we advise them what needs to be done at  
    the initial stage itself. The good news for the client is that for this part we  
    don’t charge the clients anything.

    Our charges only become effective once we are convinced that the       
    company or project is valid and we are willing to accept the client. 
    Knowing that the Diligence needs to be done; only then do we   
    enter into a minimal fee structure.

    Why do we do this? As mentioned above there are a lot of   
    CONS going on in the world of finance. We feel this is our   
    way of giving back to the Business Community that has   
    helped us grow over the years. The one thing that we pride   
    ourselves in is that, we are always be honest with the cli ents.   
    However, unfortunately sometimes the truth is not what they   
    want to hear! Thus we do get clients who do not heed our advice  
    and get burnt out there.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you explain the Term “INVESTMENT” according to you?

S. KHUGAN           : The term “Investment” basically means the ‘process of Investing money  
    for PROFIT’ . For me personally that definition is a bit ambiguous. What  
    we have learnt by being in this business over the years, is that the 
    perception of Investment in Asia is very different from the West.

    In ASIA promoters believe that an Investor would Invest X amount 
    of money for an XY amount of time and I will run my business and  
    pay them back XXY within the time period. It’s a good Investment 
    so people should be lining up to invest with me.

    Well that unfortunately is being overconfident and exhibiting a bullish  
    thought pattern. In this classic investment scenario, a lot of things can go  
    wrong. There could be an economic crisis, a recession, a natural disaster,  
    change in Market segmentation, buyer behavior, etc. There are so many  
    factors that need to be considered before an Investor can even touch their  
    cheque books. 
 
    What we in Asia need to do is change our thinking patterns; to  
    look at the business as a whole instead of building castles in the  
    air. Let me give you an example of this to illustrate my point on  
    the matter.

    Several years ago a manufacturer of a certain type of shoes meant 
    for people with walking problems came to us for advice. The problem   
    was that, the owner had invested over RM 4.5 Million into the factory,  
    machinery and workers as the owner was an expert on this product line.

    The raw materials for the said product was expensive and had to be   
    imported in. However that was not the only problem. The system of   
    manufacturing was such, that in order to achieve economies of scale   
    their production was running at 3 shifts and they were manufacturing   
    200 pair of shoes a day whilst only selling 30-50 pairs a day.

    Now they needed more capital to expand their storage area as they were  
    running out of space to store the produced stock. When they came to us,  
    their proposal was that have 12, 000 pair of shoes as security for the   
    Investment. Their cost was only RM15.00 and selling price was   
    RM80.00. Thus they argued that they have roughly almost RM 780,000  
    in saleable stock already. Against that, they wanted RM 1,000,000 as an  
    investment for the purchase of a new warehouse.

    Now if you were an investor, would you consider this a good deal? 
    In the event the client cannot dispose of the said 12,000 shoes, which has  
    been clearly proven through their sales track record, what would you as  
    an investor do with 12,000 pairs of shoes??? 

    How do you Help a Client such as this???

    Well the owner was a 68 year old man, 
    who was very passionate about his 
    product. Plus, in all honesty it was a 
    very good product.  However as 
    Investment Consultants we knew 
    that this would not be a good project 
    for our investors. However, we wanted to help this nice old man..

    Here is where we at SKB had to design something that was out of the   
    box! What we did was establish a nationwide distribution network for     
    the said product, created a Branding for the product and within 60 days  
    the distributors had sold 7,000 pairs of the 12,000 pairs in stock.

    The “INVESTMENT” here was in the terms of creating the distribution  
    network and resolving the problem of the stocks in hand. Through this  
    method the client did not have to expand his  storage area and actually   

    In this scenario, what do you think would happen to the company  
    in the  next 36 months?? In your opinion would the company have  
    been able to  sustain their payments to the Investor? And were they  
    unable to make the payments to the investor, what do you think   
    would have been the outcome?

    As Investment Consultants it’s our job to look at all   
    aspects of a case and understand the viability. To answer  
    your question, We saved the client over RM 300,000   
    repayment costs, not to mention legal and stamp duty  
    costs and most of all Peace of Mind. Through our system  
    the company made money and expanded on their own   
    without undertaking any liabilities.

THE CONCLAVE    : Taking what you have explained, I gather your diligence must 
    be really extensive?

S. KHUGAN           : Yes! It is very extensive. As mentioned above only through a full 
    diligence would we be able to formulate solutions for a company 
    or project. In the scenario above, as an investor you would want  
    your investment to be as safe as possible at all times right? So our 
    job is to ensure that all parties are secured and can create value 
    through a win-win arrangement.

THE CONCLAVE    : How could a Prospective Client apply for this System?

S. KHUGAN           : Simply visit our website at www.skbassociate.com  and send in an 
    inquiry or feel free to call our office number at 603- 7610 4843/44 
    and place your request. Our Associates would be more than happy  
    to attend to your queries. 

THE CONCLAVE    : Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions Sir.

S. KHUGAN           : It’s been my pleasure and furthermore it is good to see our staff   
    doing  something creative through THE CONCLAVE…Keep up  
    the Great Work Team!!

Till then please have a Profitable Week Ahead and Best Regards 
Always!!!

S. KHUGAN
GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR
SKB ASSOCIATES SDN BHD.

    made money in disposing off the said stocks. We are proud to say that   
    this client has expanded quite rapidly and has gone international now.   
    They are producing almost 700 pairs a day with orders amounting to   
    slightly more than that at the moment. 

    This is basically why the S.I.S system was created 
    as most of the time the solutions 
    to a monetary problem can be 
    resolved through other areas. 
    Look at this case. The client 
    was neither borne by ROI 
    payments nor giving up any 
    stake in their company as collateral. 
    Under the normal procedures for an Investment structure.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would systems like this save the client money?

S. KHUGAN              : Let’s take the case study above as an example! Let’s assume that 
    the company had gone to an investor to procure the desired funds 
    for the Warehouse. They would have had an investment option as 
    given below:

    1) Returns of Investment – 10% per annum x RM 1,000,000 
    = RM 100,000 per year 
    Assuming the Investment is for 3 years, total R.O.I paid 
    = RM 300,000.

    2) Investment Security – Usually aside from the given stock, the 
    investors would hold anything between 40 -51% of the company   
    (Most cases 51%-60% of the company shares) as a security option. 
    Now why do they do this? You need to understand that they are 
    manufacturing the shoes and only selling 30-50 pairs, if something
    happens to the owner or the factory, then how would they recoup 
    their investment? That is why mitigating this risk is very important.

    3) SALES – See this is an aspect NO ONE looks at. In order to make  
    the above payments the sales ratio had to be increased drastically. The   
    current sales at that time was only sustaining the operations costs with a  
    minimal allowance to the owners. With such sales ratio how would they  
    had taken on this liability?

S. Khugan is the Group Managing Director of The SKB 
group of companies. His primary expertise lies in corporate 
and financial consultancy. He has over 18 years of experi-
ence in the field of Mergers and Acquisitions, Investments 
and Investment relations, As well as Corporate Due 
Diligence. He lives in Kuala Lumpur with his wife, son and a 
recently rescued kitten. 

                                                             WHAT IS THE SKB INVESTMENT
       SYSTEM?
      By: S. Khugan 

                                                            

Find out from our exclusive interview with the Group Managing Director Of THE SKB 
GROUP OF COMPANIES, on how SKB  handles investment Portfolios differently; And also,  
what the Benefits of these systems are to a client. 

THE CONCLAVE    : There has been a lot of hype lately on the SKB Investment System or 
     S.I.S. can you briefly take us through it please?

S. KHUGAN           :  The System is quite simple. An Investment begins with a Promoter (A 
    person or company who needs a particular Investment) and an Investor 
    (The person or Company that is prepared to Invest into the said company 
    or project).
    
    The problem lies in getting two valid parties together in order to  
    understand how and why that specific Investment  would work.  
    Lately the problem we are facing is that there are too many Pro- 
    moters who are not being truthful. Moreover when they are   
    honest, there are again many so called Investors who are not   
    trustable. These thus form a vicious cycles that go on without  
    any party benefiting.

    We at SKB have been representing several Investors and Investment com- 
    panies over the years. Our primary involvement is to conduct the due   
    diligence and propose the mitigation of the risk factors involved in a 
    certain investment. Our Job is also to advice the said Investor as to wheth-
    er the particular project or Investment is sound and worth going into.
  
    Through our experience in the industry, we have come across numerous 
                                legitimate business and project owners who have good companies and 
    projects  but have approached the “wrong” type of so called Investors and  
    have been duped and cheated several times.
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    repayment costs, not to mention legal and stamp duty  
    costs and most of all Peace of Mind. Through our system  
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    diligence would we be able to formulate solutions for a company 
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    your investment to be as safe as possible at all times right? So our 
    job is to ensure that all parties are secured and can create value 
    through a win-win arrangement.
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    and place your request. Our Associates would be more than happy  
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    Similarly, it doesn’t matter how well you know accounts, 
    without an Auditor’s verification and signature the accounts has  
    no substance. 
   
    Likewise, if the proposal does not carry the significant points   
    then it fizzles out and becomes a liability rather than a tool that  
    would help the said business or project. 

    Therefore how we evaluate a client is by studying the company and   
    project. What the Client has to be prepared for is THE TRUTH.   
    Once we feel that the project is not valid, we explain to the Client our   
    findings and reasoning. Next we advise them what needs to be done at  
    the initial stage itself. The good news for the client is that for this part we  
    don’t charge the clients anything.

    Our charges only become effective once we are convinced that the       
    company or project is valid and we are willing to accept the client. 
    Knowing that the Diligence needs to be done; only then do we   
    enter into a minimal fee structure.

    Why do we do this? As mentioned above there are a lot of   
    CONS going on in the world of finance. We feel this is our   
    way of giving back to the Business Community that has   
    helped us grow over the years. The one thing that we pride   
    ourselves in is that, we are always be honest with the cli ents.   
    However, unfortunately sometimes the truth is not what they   
    want to hear! Thus we do get clients who do not heed our advice  
    and get burnt out there.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you explain the Term “INVESTMENT” according to you?

S. KHUGAN           : The term “Investment” basically means the ‘process of Investing money  
    for PROFIT’ . For me personally that definition is a bit ambiguous. What  
    we have learnt by being in this business over the years, is that the 
    perception of Investment in Asia is very different from the West.

    In ASIA promoters believe that an Investor would Invest X amount 
    of money for an XY amount of time and I will run my business and  
    pay them back XXY within the time period. It’s a good Investment 
    so people should be lining up to invest with me.

    Well that unfortunately is being overconfident and exhibiting a bullish  
    thought pattern. In this classic investment scenario, a lot of things can go  
    wrong. There could be an economic crisis, a recession, a natural disaster,  
    change in Market segmentation, buyer behavior, etc. There are so many  
    factors that need to be considered before an Investor can even touch their  
    cheque books. 
 
    What we in Asia need to do is change our thinking patterns; to  
    look at the business as a whole instead of building castles in the  
    air. Let me give you an example of this to illustrate my point on  
    the matter.

    Several years ago a manufacturer of a certain type of shoes meant 
    for people with walking problems came to us for advice. The problem   
    was that, the owner had invested over RM 4.5 Million into the factory,  
    machinery and workers as the owner was an expert on this product line.

    The raw materials for the said product was expensive and had to be   
    imported in. However that was not the only problem. The system of   
    manufacturing was such, that in order to achieve economies of scale   
    their production was running at 3 shifts and they were manufacturing   
    200 pair of shoes a day whilst only selling 30-50 pairs a day.

    Now they needed more capital to expand their storage area as they were  
    running out of space to store the produced stock. When they came to us,  
    their proposal was that have 12, 000 pair of shoes as security for the   
    Investment. Their cost was only RM15.00 and selling price was   
    RM80.00. Thus they argued that they have roughly almost RM 780,000  
    in saleable stock already. Against that, they wanted RM 1,000,000 as an  
    investment for the purchase of a new warehouse.

    Now if you were an investor, would you consider this a good deal? 
    In the event the client cannot dispose of the said 12,000 shoes, which has  
    been clearly proven through their sales track record, what would you as  
    an investor do with 12,000 pairs of shoes??? 

    How do you Help a Client such as this???

    Well the owner was a 68 year old man, 
    who was very passionate about his 
    product. Plus, in all honesty it was a 
    very good product.  However as 
    Investment Consultants we knew 
    that this would not be a good project 
    for our investors. However, we wanted to help this nice old man..

    Here is where we at SKB had to design something that was out of the   
    box! What we did was establish a nationwide distribution network for     
    the said product, created a Branding for the product and within 60 days  
    the distributors had sold 7,000 pairs of the 12,000 pairs in stock.

    The “INVESTMENT” here was in the terms of creating the distribution  
    network and resolving the problem of the stocks in hand. Through this  
    method the client did not have to expand his  storage area and actually   

    In this scenario, what do you think would happen to the company  
    in the  next 36 months?? In your opinion would the company have  
    been able to  sustain their payments to the Investor? And were they  
    unable to make the payments to the investor, what do you think   
    would have been the outcome?

    As Investment Consultants it’s our job to look at all   
    aspects of a case and understand the viability. To answer  
    your question, We saved the client over RM 300,000   
    repayment costs, not to mention legal and stamp duty  
    costs and most of all Peace of Mind. Through our system  
    the company made money and expanded on their own   
    without undertaking any liabilities.

THE CONCLAVE    : Taking what you have explained, I gather your diligence must 
    be really extensive?

S. KHUGAN           : Yes! It is very extensive. As mentioned above only through a full 
    diligence would we be able to formulate solutions for a company 
    or project. In the scenario above, as an investor you would want  
    your investment to be as safe as possible at all times right? So our 
    job is to ensure that all parties are secured and can create value 
    through a win-win arrangement.

THE CONCLAVE    : How could a Prospective Client apply for this System?

S. KHUGAN           : Simply visit our website at www.skbassociate.com  and send in an 
    inquiry or feel free to call our office number at 603- 7610 4843/44 
    and place your request. Our Associates would be more than happy  
    to attend to your queries. 

THE CONCLAVE    : Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions Sir.

S. KHUGAN           : It’s been my pleasure and furthermore it is good to see our staff   
    doing  something creative through THE CONCLAVE…Keep up  
    the Great Work Team!!

Till then please have a Profitable Week Ahead and Best Regards 
Always!!!

S. KHUGAN
GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR
SKB ASSOCIATES SDN BHD.

    made money in disposing off the said stocks. We are proud to say that   
    this client has expanded quite rapidly and has gone international now.   
    They are producing almost 700 pairs a day with orders amounting to   
    slightly more than that at the moment. 

    This is basically why the S.I.S system was created 
    as most of the time the solutions 
    to a monetary problem can be 
    resolved through other areas. 
    Look at this case. The client 
    was neither borne by ROI 
    payments nor giving up any 
    stake in their company as collateral. 
    Under the normal procedures for an Investment structure.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would systems like this save the client money?

S. KHUGAN              : Let’s take the case study above as an example! Let’s assume that 
    the company had gone to an investor to procure the desired funds 
    for the Warehouse. They would have had an investment option as 
    given below:

    1) Returns of Investment – 10% per annum x RM 1,000,000 
    = RM 100,000 per year 
    Assuming the Investment is for 3 years, total R.O.I paid 
    = RM 300,000.

    2) Investment Security – Usually aside from the given stock, the 
    investors would hold anything between 40 -51% of the company   
    (Most cases 51%-60% of the company shares) as a security option. 
    Now why do they do this? You need to understand that they are 
    manufacturing the shoes and only selling 30-50 pairs, if something
    happens to the owner or the factory, then how would they recoup 
    their investment? That is why mitigating this risk is very important.

    3) SALES – See this is an aspect NO ONE looks at. In order to make  
    the above payments the sales ratio had to be increased drastically. The   
    current sales at that time was only sustaining the operations costs with a  
    minimal allowance to the owners. With such sales ratio how would they  
    had taken on this liability?

                                                             WHAT IS THE SKB INVESTMENT
       SYSTEM?
      By: S. Khugan 

                                                            

Find out from our exclusive interview with the Group Managing Director Of THE SKB 
GROUP OF COMPANIES, on how SKB  handles investment Portfolios differently; And also,  
what the Benefits of these systems are to a client. 

THE CONCLAVE    : There has been a lot of hype lately on the SKB Investment System or 
     S.I.S. can you briefly take us through it please?

S. KHUGAN           :  The System is quite simple. An Investment begins with a Promoter (A 
    person or company who needs a particular Investment) and an Investor 
    (The person or Company that is prepared to Invest into the said company 
    or project).
    
    The problem lies in getting two valid parties together in order to  
    understand how and why that specific Investment  would work.  
    Lately the problem we are facing is that there are too many Pro- 
    moters who are not being truthful. Moreover when they are   
    honest, there are again many so called Investors who are not   
    trustable. These thus form a vicious cycles that go on without  
    any party benefiting.

    We at SKB have been representing several Investors and Investment com- 
    panies over the years. Our primary involvement is to conduct the due   
    diligence and propose the mitigation of the risk factors involved in a 
    certain investment. Our Job is also to advice the said Investor as to wheth-
    er the particular project or Investment is sound and worth going into.
  
    Through our experience in the industry, we have come across numerous 
                                legitimate business and project owners who have good companies and 
    projects  but have approached the “wrong” type of so called Investors and  
    have been duped and cheated several times.
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                                 The S.I.S basically was started to help these business owners. What we   
    do at SKB is understand their Investment needs, look into the Market   
    forces for the said company or project, see if it is viable and then we give  
    our suggestions and methodologies on how the said Investment Proposal  
    should be projected whilst mitigating the risks as to what an Investor   
    would look at.
    
    Upon the completion of the said report, the client has an option to seek  
    their own Investors or hire us to take the said proposal to our panel of   
    Investors. That’s what the SKB Investment System is In a nutshell.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you evaluate the usefulness of this system to your 
    clients?

S. KHUGAN           : That’s a very good Question! The problem with Business and Project   
    owners today is that they know their businesses or projects very well.   
    However when they want to project their passion into a proposal or a   
    presentation most of the time they get confused on  the salient facts and  
    usually divert from what is important.

    For example, it doesn’t matter how many sample agreements   
    you can download from the Internet, you would still need a   
    Valid Lawyer to prepare and  endorse a legal agreement. 
    Similarly, it doesn’t matter how well you know accounts, 
    without an Auditor’s verification and signature the accounts has  
    no substance. 
   
    Likewise, if the proposal does not carry the significant points   
    then it fizzles out and becomes a liability rather than a tool that  
    would help the said business or project. 

    Therefore how we evaluate a client is by studying the company and   
    project. What the Client has to be prepared for is THE TRUTH.   
    Once we feel that the project is not valid, we explain to the Client our   
    findings and reasoning. Next we advise them what needs to be done at  
    the initial stage itself. The good news for the client is that for this part we  
    don’t charge the clients anything.

    Our charges only become effective once we are convinced that the       
    company or project is valid and we are willing to accept the client. 
    Knowing that the Diligence needs to be done; only then do we   
    enter into a minimal fee structure.

    Why do we do this? As mentioned above there are a lot of   
    CONS going on in the world of finance. We feel this is our   
    way of giving back to the Business Community that has   
    helped us grow over the years. The one thing that we pride   
    ourselves in is that, we are always be honest with the cli ents.   
    However, unfortunately sometimes the truth is not what they   
    want to hear! Thus we do get clients who do not heed our advice  
    and get burnt out there.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you explain the Term “INVESTMENT” according to you?

S. KHUGAN           : The term “Investment” basically means the ‘process of Investing money  
    for PROFIT’ . For me personally that definition is a bit ambiguous. What  
    we have learnt by being in this business over the years, is that the 
    perception of Investment in Asia is very different from the West.

    In ASIA promoters believe that an Investor would Invest X amount 
    of money for an XY amount of time and I will run my business and  
    pay them back XXY within the time period. It’s a good Investment 
    so people should be lining up to invest with me.

    Well that unfortunately is being overconfident and exhibiting a bullish  
    thought pattern. In this classic investment scenario, a lot of things can go  
    wrong. There could be an economic crisis, a recession, a natural disaster,  
    change in Market segmentation, buyer behavior, etc. There are so many  
    factors that need to be considered before an Investor can even touch their  
    cheque books. 
 
    What we in Asia need to do is change our thinking patterns; to  
    look at the business as a whole instead of building castles in the  
    air. Let me give you an example of this to illustrate my point on  
    the matter.

    Several years ago a manufacturer of a certain type of shoes meant 
    for people with walking problems came to us for advice. The problem   
    was that, the owner had invested over RM 4.5 Million into the factory,  
    machinery and workers as the owner was an expert on this product line.

    The raw materials for the said product was expensive and had to be   
    imported in. However that was not the only problem. The system of   
    manufacturing was such, that in order to achieve economies of scale   
    their production was running at 3 shifts and they were manufacturing   
    200 pair of shoes a day whilst only selling 30-50 pairs a day.

    Now they needed more capital to expand their storage area as they were  
    running out of space to store the produced stock. When they came to us,  
    their proposal was that have 12, 000 pair of shoes as security for the   
    Investment. Their cost was only RM15.00 and selling price was   
    RM80.00. Thus they argued that they have roughly almost RM 780,000  
    in saleable stock already. Against that, they wanted RM 1,000,000 as an  
    investment for the purchase of a new warehouse.

    Now if you were an investor, would you consider this a good deal? 
    In the event the client cannot dispose of the said 12,000 shoes, which has  
    been clearly proven through their sales track record, what would you as  
    an investor do with 12,000 pairs of shoes??? 

    How do you Help a Client such as this???

    Well the owner was a 68 year old man, 
    who was very passionate about his 
    product. Plus, in all honesty it was a 
    very good product.  However as 
    Investment Consultants we knew 
    that this would not be a good project 
    for our investors. However, we wanted to help this nice old man..

    Here is where we at SKB had to design something that was out of the   
    box! What we did was establish a nationwide distribution network for     
    the said product, created a Branding for the product and within 60 days  
    the distributors had sold 7,000 pairs of the 12,000 pairs in stock.

    The “INVESTMENT” here was in the terms of creating the distribution  
    network and resolving the problem of the stocks in hand. Through this  
    method the client did not have to expand his  storage area and actually   

    In this scenario, what do you think would happen to the company  
    in the  next 36 months?? In your opinion would the company have  
    been able to  sustain their payments to the Investor? And were they  
    unable to make the payments to the investor, what do you think   
    would have been the outcome?

    As Investment Consultants it’s our job to look at all   
    aspects of a case and understand the viability. To answer  
    your question, We saved the client over RM 300,000   
    repayment costs, not to mention legal and stamp duty  
    costs and most of all Peace of Mind. Through our system  
    the company made money and expanded on their own   
    without undertaking any liabilities.

THE CONCLAVE    : Taking what you have explained, I gather your diligence must 
    be really extensive?

S. KHUGAN           : Yes! It is very extensive. As mentioned above only through a full 
    diligence would we be able to formulate solutions for a company 
    or project. In the scenario above, as an investor you would want  
    your investment to be as safe as possible at all times right? So our 
    job is to ensure that all parties are secured and can create value 
    through a win-win arrangement.

THE CONCLAVE    : How could a Prospective Client apply for this System?

S. KHUGAN           : Simply visit our website at www.skbassociate.com  and send in an 
    inquiry or feel free to call our office number at 603- 7610 4843/44 
    and place your request. Our Associates would be more than happy  
    to attend to your queries. 

THE CONCLAVE    : Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions Sir.

S. KHUGAN           : It’s been my pleasure and furthermore it is good to see our staff   
    doing  something creative through THE CONCLAVE…Keep up  
    the Great Work Team!!

Till then please have a Profitable Week Ahead and Best Regards 
Always!!!

S. KHUGAN
GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR
SKB ASSOCIATES SDN BHD.

    made money in disposing off the said stocks. We are proud to say that   
    this client has expanded quite rapidly and has gone international now.   
    They are producing almost 700 pairs a day with orders amounting to   
    slightly more than that at the moment. 

    This is basically why the S.I.S system was created 
    as most of the time the solutions 
    to a monetary problem can be 
    resolved through other areas. 
    Look at this case. The client 
    was neither borne by ROI 
    payments nor giving up any 
    stake in their company as collateral. 
    Under the normal procedures for an Investment structure.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would systems like this save the client money?

S. KHUGAN              : Let’s take the case study above as an example! Let’s assume that 
    the company had gone to an investor to procure the desired funds 
    for the Warehouse. They would have had an investment option as 
    given below:

    1) Returns of Investment – 10% per annum x RM 1,000,000 
    = RM 100,000 per year 
    Assuming the Investment is for 3 years, total R.O.I paid 
    = RM 300,000.

    2) Investment Security – Usually aside from the given stock, the 
    investors would hold anything between 40 -51% of the company   
    (Most cases 51%-60% of the company shares) as a security option. 
    Now why do they do this? You need to understand that they are 
    manufacturing the shoes and only selling 30-50 pairs, if something
    happens to the owner or the factory, then how would they recoup 
    their investment? That is why mitigating this risk is very important.

    3) SALES – See this is an aspect NO ONE looks at. In order to make  
    the above payments the sales ratio had to be increased drastically. The   
    current sales at that time was only sustaining the operations costs with a  
    minimal allowance to the owners. With such sales ratio how would they  
    had taken on this liability?

                                                             WHAT IS THE SKB INVESTMENT
       SYSTEM?
      By: S. Khugan 

                                                            

Find out from our exclusive interview with the Group Managing Director Of THE SKB 
GROUP OF COMPANIES, on how SKB  handles investment Portfolios differently; And also,  
what the Benefits of these systems are to a client. 

THE CONCLAVE    : There has been a lot of hype lately on the SKB Investment System or 
     S.I.S. can you briefly take us through it please?

S. KHUGAN           :  The System is quite simple. An Investment begins with a Promoter (A 
    person or company who needs a particular Investment) and an Investor 
    (The person or Company that is prepared to Invest into the said company 
    or project).
    
    The problem lies in getting two valid parties together in order to  
    understand how and why that specific Investment  would work.  
    Lately the problem we are facing is that there are too many Pro- 
    moters who are not being truthful. Moreover when they are   
    honest, there are again many so called Investors who are not   
    trustable. These thus form a vicious cycles that go on without  
    any party benefiting.

    We at SKB have been representing several Investors and Investment com- 
    panies over the years. Our primary involvement is to conduct the due   
    diligence and propose the mitigation of the risk factors involved in a 
    certain investment. Our Job is also to advice the said Investor as to wheth-
    er the particular project or Investment is sound and worth going into.
  
    Through our experience in the industry, we have come across numerous 
                                legitimate business and project owners who have good companies and 
    projects  but have approached the “wrong” type of so called Investors and  
    have been duped and cheated several times.
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                                 The S.I.S basically was started to help these business owners. What we   
    do at SKB is understand their Investment needs, look into the Market   
    forces for the said company or project, see if it is viable and then we give  
    our suggestions and methodologies on how the said Investment Proposal  
    should be projected whilst mitigating the risks as to what an Investor   
    would look at.
    
    Upon the completion of the said report, the client has an option to seek  
    their own Investors or hire us to take the said proposal to our panel of   
    Investors. That’s what the SKB Investment System is In a nutshell.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you evaluate the usefulness of this system to your 
    clients?

S. KHUGAN           : That’s a very good Question! The problem with Business and Project   
    owners today is that they know their businesses or projects very well.   
    However when they want to project their passion into a proposal or a   
    presentation most of the time they get confused on  the salient facts and  
    usually divert from what is important.

    For example, it doesn’t matter how many sample agreements   
    you can download from the Internet, you would still need a   
    Valid Lawyer to prepare and  endorse a legal agreement. 
    Similarly, it doesn’t matter how well you know accounts, 
    without an Auditor’s verification and signature the accounts has  
    no substance. 
   
    Likewise, if the proposal does not carry the significant points   
    then it fizzles out and becomes a liability rather than a tool that  
    would help the said business or project. 

    Therefore how we evaluate a client is by studying the company and   
    project. What the Client has to be prepared for is THE TRUTH.   
    Once we feel that the project is not valid, we explain to the Client our   
    findings and reasoning. Next we advise them what needs to be done at  
    the initial stage itself. The good news for the client is that for this part we  
    don’t charge the clients anything.

    Our charges only become effective once we are convinced that the       
    company or project is valid and we are willing to accept the client. 
    Knowing that the Diligence needs to be done; only then do we   
    enter into a minimal fee structure.

    Why do we do this? As mentioned above there are a lot of   
    CONS going on in the world of finance. We feel this is our   
    way of giving back to the Business Community that has   
    helped us grow over the years. The one thing that we pride   
    ourselves in is that, we are always be honest with the cli ents.   
    However, unfortunately sometimes the truth is not what they   
    want to hear! Thus we do get clients who do not heed our advice  
    and get burnt out there.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you explain the Term “INVESTMENT” according to you?

S. KHUGAN           : The term “Investment” basically means the ‘process of Investing money  
    for PROFIT’ . For me personally that definition is a bit ambiguous. What  
    we have learnt by being in this business over the years, is that the 
    perception of Investment in Asia is very different from the West.

    In ASIA promoters believe that an Investor would Invest X amount 
    of money for an XY amount of time and I will run my business and  
    pay them back XXY within the time period. It’s a good Investment 
    so people should be lining up to invest with me.

    Well that unfortunately is being overconfident and exhibiting a bullish  
    thought pattern. In this classic investment scenario, a lot of things can go  
    wrong. There could be an economic crisis, a recession, a natural disaster,  
    change in Market segmentation, buyer behavior, etc. There are so many  
    factors that need to be considered before an Investor can even touch their  
    cheque books. 
 
    What we in Asia need to do is change our thinking patterns; to  
    look at the business as a whole instead of building castles in the  
    air. Let me give you an example of this to illustrate my point on  
    the matter.

    Several years ago a manufacturer of a certain type of shoes meant 
    for people with walking problems came to us for advice. The problem   
    was that, the owner had invested over RM 4.5 Million into the factory,  
    machinery and workers as the owner was an expert on this product line.

    The raw materials for the said product was expensive and had to be   
    imported in. However that was not the only problem. The system of   
    manufacturing was such, that in order to achieve economies of scale   
    their production was running at 3 shifts and they were manufacturing   
    200 pair of shoes a day whilst only selling 30-50 pairs a day.

    Now they needed more capital to expand their storage area as they were  
    running out of space to store the produced stock. When they came to us,  
    their proposal was that have 12, 000 pair of shoes as security for the   
    Investment. Their cost was only RM15.00 and selling price was   
    RM80.00. Thus they argued that they have roughly almost RM 780,000  
    in saleable stock already. Against that, they wanted RM 1,000,000 as an  
    investment for the purchase of a new warehouse.

    Now if you were an investor, would you consider this a good deal? 
    In the event the client cannot dispose of the said 12,000 shoes, which has  
    been clearly proven through their sales track record, what would you as  
    an investor do with 12,000 pairs of shoes??? 

    How do you Help a Client such as this???

    Well the owner was a 68 year old man, 
    who was very passionate about his 
    product. Plus, in all honesty it was a 
    very good product.  However as 
    Investment Consultants we knew 
    that this would not be a good project 
    for our investors. However, we wanted to help this nice old man..

    Here is where we at SKB had to design something that was out of the   
    box! What we did was establish a nationwide distribution network for     
    the said product, created a Branding for the product and within 60 days  
    the distributors had sold 7,000 pairs of the 12,000 pairs in stock.

    The “INVESTMENT” here was in the terms of creating the distribution  
    network and resolving the problem of the stocks in hand. Through this  
    method the client did not have to expand his  storage area and actually   

    In this scenario, what do you think would happen to the company  
    in the  next 36 months?? In your opinion would the company have  
    been able to  sustain their payments to the Investor? And were they  
    unable to make the payments to the investor, what do you think   
    would have been the outcome?

    As Investment Consultants it’s our job to look at all   
    aspects of a case and understand the viability. To answer  
    your question, We saved the client over RM 300,000   
    repayment costs, not to mention legal and stamp duty  
    costs and most of all Peace of Mind. Through our system  
    the company made money and expanded on their own   
    without undertaking any liabilities.

THE CONCLAVE    : Taking what you have explained, I gather your diligence must 
    be really extensive?

S. KHUGAN           : Yes! It is very extensive. As mentioned above only through a full 
    diligence would we be able to formulate solutions for a company 
    or project. In the scenario above, as an investor you would want  
    your investment to be as safe as possible at all times right? So our 
    job is to ensure that all parties are secured and can create value 
    through a win-win arrangement.

THE CONCLAVE    : How could a Prospective Client apply for this System?

S. KHUGAN           : Simply visit our website at www.skbassociate.com  and send in an 
    inquiry or feel free to call our office number at 603- 7610 4843/44 
    and place your request. Our Associates would be more than happy  
    to attend to your queries. 

THE CONCLAVE    : Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions Sir.

S. KHUGAN           : It’s been my pleasure and furthermore it is good to see our staff   
    doing  something creative through THE CONCLAVE…Keep up  
    the Great Work Team!!

Till then please have a Profitable Week Ahead and Best Regards 
Always!!!

S. KHUGAN
GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR
SKB ASSOCIATES SDN BHD.

    made money in disposing off the said stocks. We are proud to say that   
    this client has expanded quite rapidly and has gone international now.   
    They are producing almost 700 pairs a day with orders amounting to   
    slightly more than that at the moment. 

    This is basically why the S.I.S system was created 
    as most of the time the solutions 
    to a monetary problem can be 
    resolved through other areas. 
    Look at this case. The client 
    was neither borne by ROI 
    payments nor giving up any 
    stake in their company as collateral. 
    Under the normal procedures for an Investment structure.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would systems like this save the client money?

S. KHUGAN              : Let’s take the case study above as an example! Let’s assume that 
    the company had gone to an investor to procure the desired funds 
    for the Warehouse. They would have had an investment option as 
    given below:

    1) Returns of Investment – 10% per annum x RM 1,000,000 
    = RM 100,000 per year 
    Assuming the Investment is for 3 years, total R.O.I paid 
    = RM 300,000.

    2) Investment Security – Usually aside from the given stock, the 
    investors would hold anything between 40 -51% of the company   
    (Most cases 51%-60% of the company shares) as a security option. 
    Now why do they do this? You need to understand that they are 
    manufacturing the shoes and only selling 30-50 pairs, if something
    happens to the owner or the factory, then how would they recoup 
    their investment? That is why mitigating this risk is very important.

    3) SALES – See this is an aspect NO ONE looks at. In order to make  
    the above payments the sales ratio had to be increased drastically. The   
    current sales at that time was only sustaining the operations costs with a  
    minimal allowance to the owners. With such sales ratio how would they  
    had taken on this liability?

                                                             WHAT IS THE SKB INVESTMENT
       SYSTEM?
      By: S. Khugan 

                                                            

Find out from our exclusive interview with the Group Managing Director Of THE SKB 
GROUP OF COMPANIES, on how SKB  handles investment Portfolios differently; And also,  
what the Benefits of these systems are to a client. 

THE CONCLAVE    : There has been a lot of hype lately on the SKB Investment System or 
     S.I.S. can you briefly take us through it please?

S. KHUGAN           :  The System is quite simple. An Investment begins with a Promoter (A 
    person or company who needs a particular Investment) and an Investor 
    (The person or Company that is prepared to Invest into the said company 
    or project).
    
    The problem lies in getting two valid parties together in order to  
    understand how and why that specific Investment  would work.  
    Lately the problem we are facing is that there are too many Pro- 
    moters who are not being truthful. Moreover when they are   
    honest, there are again many so called Investors who are not   
    trustable. These thus form a vicious cycles that go on without  
    any party benefiting.

    We at SKB have been representing several Investors and Investment com- 
    panies over the years. Our primary involvement is to conduct the due   
    diligence and propose the mitigation of the risk factors involved in a 
    certain investment. Our Job is also to advice the said Investor as to wheth-
    er the particular project or Investment is sound and worth going into.
  
    Through our experience in the industry, we have come across numerous 
                                legitimate business and project owners who have good companies and 
    projects  but have approached the “wrong” type of so called Investors and  
    have been duped and cheated several times.
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                                 The S.I.S basically was started to help these business owners. What we   
    do at SKB is understand their Investment needs, look into the Market   
    forces for the said company or project, see if it is viable and then we give  
    our suggestions and methodologies on how the said Investment Proposal  
    should be projected whilst mitigating the risks as to what an Investor   
    would look at.
    
    Upon the completion of the said report, the client has an option to seek  
    their own Investors or hire us to take the said proposal to our panel of   
    Investors. That’s what the SKB Investment System is In a nutshell.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you evaluate the usefulness of this system to your 
    clients?

S. KHUGAN           : That’s a very good Question! The problem with Business and Project   
    owners today is that they know their businesses or projects very well.   
    However when they want to project their passion into a proposal or a   
    presentation most of the time they get confused on  the salient facts and  
    usually divert from what is important.

    For example, it doesn’t matter how many sample agreements   
    you can download from the Internet, you would still need a   
    Valid Lawyer to prepare and  endorse a legal agreement. 
    Similarly, it doesn’t matter how well you know accounts, 
    without an Auditor’s verification and signature the accounts has  
    no substance. 
   
    Likewise, if the proposal does not carry the significant points   
    then it fizzles out and becomes a liability rather than a tool that  
    would help the said business or project. 

    Therefore how we evaluate a client is by studying the company and   
    project. What the Client has to be prepared for is THE TRUTH.   
    Once we feel that the project is not valid, we explain to the Client our   
    findings and reasoning. Next we advise them what needs to be done at  
    the initial stage itself. The good news for the client is that for this part we  
    don’t charge the clients anything.

    Our charges only become effective once we are convinced that the       
    company or project is valid and we are willing to accept the client. 
    Knowing that the Diligence needs to be done; only then do we   
    enter into a minimal fee structure.

    Why do we do this? As mentioned above there are a lot of   
    CONS going on in the world of finance. We feel this is our   
    way of giving back to the Business Community that has   
    helped us grow over the years. The one thing that we pride   
    ourselves in is that, we are always be honest with the cli ents.   
    However, unfortunately sometimes the truth is not what they   
    want to hear! Thus we do get clients who do not heed our advice  
    and get burnt out there.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you explain the Term “INVESTMENT” according to you?

S. KHUGAN           : The term “Investment” basically means the ‘process of Investing money  
    for PROFIT’ . For me personally that definition is a bit ambiguous. What  
    we have learnt by being in this business over the years, is that the 
    perception of Investment in Asia is very different from the West.

    In ASIA promoters believe that an Investor would Invest X amount 
    of money for an XY amount of time and I will run my business and  
    pay them back XXY within the time period. It’s a good Investment 
    so people should be lining up to invest with me.

    Well that unfortunately is being overconfident and exhibiting a bullish  
    thought pattern. In this classic investment scenario, a lot of things can go  
    wrong. There could be an economic crisis, a recession, a natural disaster,  
    change in Market segmentation, buyer behavior, etc. There are so many  
    factors that need to be considered before an Investor can even touch their  
    cheque books. 
 
    What we in Asia need to do is change our thinking patterns; to  
    look at the business as a whole instead of building castles in the  
    air. Let me give you an example of this to illustrate my point on  
    the matter.

    Several years ago a manufacturer of a certain type of shoes meant 
    for people with walking problems came to us for advice. The problem   
    was that, the owner had invested over RM 4.5 Million into the factory,  
    machinery and workers as the owner was an expert on this product line.

    The raw materials for the said product was expensive and had to be   
    imported in. However that was not the only problem. The system of   
    manufacturing was such, that in order to achieve economies of scale   
    their production was running at 3 shifts and they were manufacturing   
    200 pair of shoes a day whilst only selling 30-50 pairs a day.

    Now they needed more capital to expand their storage area as they were  
    running out of space to store the produced stock. When they came to us,  
    their proposal was that have 12, 000 pair of shoes as security for the   
    Investment. Their cost was only RM15.00 and selling price was   
    RM80.00. Thus they argued that they have roughly almost RM 780,000  
    in saleable stock already. Against that, they wanted RM 1,000,000 as an  
    investment for the purchase of a new warehouse.

    Now if you were an investor, would you consider this a good deal? 
    In the event the client cannot dispose of the said 12,000 shoes, which has  
    been clearly proven through their sales track record, what would you as  
    an investor do with 12,000 pairs of shoes??? 

    How do you Help a Client such as this???

    Well the owner was a 68 year old man, 
    who was very passionate about his 
    product. Plus, in all honesty it was a 
    very good product.  However as 
    Investment Consultants we knew 
    that this would not be a good project 
    for our investors. However, we wanted to help this nice old man..

    Here is where we at SKB had to design something that was out of the   
    box! What we did was establish a nationwide distribution network for     
    the said product, created a Branding for the product and within 60 days  
    the distributors had sold 7,000 pairs of the 12,000 pairs in stock.

    The “INVESTMENT” here was in the terms of creating the distribution  
    network and resolving the problem of the stocks in hand. Through this  
    method the client did not have to expand his  storage area and actually   

    In this scenario, what do you think would happen to the company  
    in the  next 36 months?? In your opinion would the company have  
    been able to  sustain their payments to the Investor? And were they  
    unable to make the payments to the investor, what do you think   
    would have been the outcome?

    As Investment Consultants it’s our job to look at all   
    aspects of a case and understand the viability. To answer  
    your question, We saved the client over RM 300,000   
    repayment costs, not to mention legal and stamp duty  
    costs and most of all Peace of Mind. Through our system  
    the company made money and expanded on their own   
    without undertaking any liabilities.

THE CONCLAVE    : Taking what you have explained, I gather your diligence must 
    be really extensive?

S. KHUGAN           : Yes! It is very extensive. As mentioned above only through a full 
    diligence would we be able to formulate solutions for a company 
    or project. In the scenario above, as an investor you would want  
    your investment to be as safe as possible at all times right? So our 
    job is to ensure that all parties are secured and can create value 
    through a win-win arrangement.

THE CONCLAVE    : How could a Prospective Client apply for this System?

S. KHUGAN           : Simply visit our website at www.skbassociate.com  and send in an 
    inquiry or feel free to call our office number at 603- 7610 4843/44 
    and place your request. Our Associates would be more than happy  
    to attend to your queries. 

THE CONCLAVE    : Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions Sir.

S. KHUGAN           : It’s been my pleasure and furthermore it is good to see our staff   
    doing  something creative through THE CONCLAVE…Keep up  
    the Great Work Team!!

Till then please have a Profitable Week Ahead and Best Regards 
Always!!!

S. KHUGAN
GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR
SKB ASSOCIATES SDN BHD.

    made money in disposing off the said stocks. We are proud to say that   
    this client has expanded quite rapidly and has gone international now.   
    They are producing almost 700 pairs a day with orders amounting to   
    slightly more than that at the moment. 

    This is basically why the S.I.S system was created 
    as most of the time the solutions 
    to a monetary problem can be 
    resolved through other areas. 
    Look at this case. The client 
    was neither borne by ROI 
    payments nor giving up any 
    stake in their company as collateral. 
    Under the normal procedures for an Investment structure.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would systems like this save the client money?

S. KHUGAN              : Let’s take the case study above as an example! Let’s assume that 
    the company had gone to an investor to procure the desired funds 
    for the Warehouse. They would have had an investment option as 
    given below:

    1) Returns of Investment – 10% per annum x RM 1,000,000 
    = RM 100,000 per year 
    Assuming the Investment is for 3 years, total R.O.I paid 
    = RM 300,000.

    2) Investment Security – Usually aside from the given stock, the 
    investors would hold anything between 40 -51% of the company   
    (Most cases 51%-60% of the company shares) as a security option. 
    Now why do they do this? You need to understand that they are 
    manufacturing the shoes and only selling 30-50 pairs, if something
    happens to the owner or the factory, then how would they recoup 
    their investment? That is why mitigating this risk is very important.

    3) SALES – See this is an aspect NO ONE looks at. In order to make  
    the above payments the sales ratio had to be increased drastically. The   
    current sales at that time was only sustaining the operations costs with a  
    minimal allowance to the owners. With such sales ratio how would they  
    had taken on this liability?

                                                             WHAT IS THE SKB INVESTMENT
       SYSTEM?
      By: S. Khugan 

                                                            

Find out from our exclusive interview with the Group Managing Director Of THE SKB 
GROUP OF COMPANIES, on how SKB  handles investment Portfolios differently; And also,  
what the Benefits of these systems are to a client. 

THE CONCLAVE    : There has been a lot of hype lately on the SKB Investment System or 
     S.I.S. can you briefly take us through it please?

S. KHUGAN           :  The System is quite simple. An Investment begins with a Promoter (A 
    person or company who needs a particular Investment) and an Investor 
    (The person or Company that is prepared to Invest into the said company 
    or project).
    
    The problem lies in getting two valid parties together in order to  
    understand how and why that specific Investment  would work.  
    Lately the problem we are facing is that there are too many Pro- 
    moters who are not being truthful. Moreover when they are   
    honest, there are again many so called Investors who are not   
    trustable. These thus form a vicious cycles that go on without  
    any party benefiting.

    We at SKB have been representing several Investors and Investment com- 
    panies over the years. Our primary involvement is to conduct the due   
    diligence and propose the mitigation of the risk factors involved in a 
    certain investment. Our Job is also to advice the said Investor as to wheth-
    er the particular project or Investment is sound and worth going into.
  
    Through our experience in the industry, we have come across numerous 
                                legitimate business and project owners who have good companies and 
    projects  but have approached the “wrong” type of so called Investors and  
    have been duped and cheated several times.
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___________________________________________________________________

“Best of  
Luck”

We would like to wish Ms. Jenna 
Chow and Datuk Gerard Gan 
all the best as they leave SKB 
and move on to other ventures 
overseas. 

Here’s wishing you best of luck 
in all your future endeavours.

                                 The S.I.S basically was started to help these business owners. What we   
    do at SKB is understand their Investment needs, look into the Market   
    forces for the said company or project, see if it is viable and then we give  
    our suggestions and methodologies on how the said Investment Proposal  
    should be projected whilst mitigating the risks as to what an Investor   
    would look at.
    
    Upon the completion of the said report, the client has an option to seek  
    their own Investors or hire us to take the said proposal to our panel of   
    Investors. That’s what the SKB Investment System is In a nutshell.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you evaluate the usefulness of this system to your 
    clients?

S. KHUGAN           : That’s a very good Question! The problem with Business and Project   
    owners today is that they know their businesses or projects very well.   
    However when they want to project their passion into a proposal or a   
    presentation most of the time they get confused on  the salient facts and  
    usually divert from what is important.

    For example, it doesn’t matter how many sample agreements   
    you can download from the Internet, you would still need a   
    Valid Lawyer to prepare and  endorse a legal agreement. 
    Similarly, it doesn’t matter how well you know accounts, 
    without an Auditor’s verification and signature the accounts has  
    no substance. 
   
    Likewise, if the proposal does not carry the significant points   
    then it fizzles out and becomes a liability rather than a tool that  
    would help the said business or project. 

    Therefore how we evaluate a client is by studying the company and   
    project. What the Client has to be prepared for is THE TRUTH.   
    Once we feel that the project is not valid, we explain to the Client our   
    findings and reasoning. Next we advise them what needs to be done at  
    the initial stage itself. The good news for the client is that for this part we  
    don’t charge the clients anything.

    Our charges only become effective once we are convinced that the       
    company or project is valid and we are willing to accept the client. 
    Knowing that the Diligence needs to be done; only then do we   
    enter into a minimal fee structure.

    Why do we do this? As mentioned above there are a lot of   
    CONS going on in the world of finance. We feel this is our   
    way of giving back to the Business Community that has   
    helped us grow over the years. The one thing that we pride   
    ourselves in is that, we are always be honest with the cli ents.   
    However, unfortunately sometimes the truth is not what they   
    want to hear! Thus we do get clients who do not heed our advice  
    and get burnt out there.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you explain the Term “INVESTMENT” according to you?

S. KHUGAN           : The term “Investment” basically means the ‘process of Investing money  
    for PROFIT’ . For me personally that definition is a bit ambiguous. What  
    we have learnt by being in this business over the years, is that the 
    perception of Investment in Asia is very different from the West.

    In ASIA promoters believe that an Investor would Invest X amount 
    of money for an XY amount of time and I will run my business and  
    pay them back XXY within the time period. It’s a good Investment 
    so people should be lining up to invest with me.

    Well that unfortunately is being overconfident and exhibiting a bullish  
    thought pattern. In this classic investment scenario, a lot of things can go  
    wrong. There could be an economic crisis, a recession, a natural disaster,  
    change in Market segmentation, buyer behavior, etc. There are so many  
    factors that need to be considered before an Investor can even touch their  
    cheque books. 
 
    What we in Asia need to do is change our thinking patterns; to  
    look at the business as a whole instead of building castles in the  
    air. Let me give you an example of this to illustrate my point on  
    the matter.

    Several years ago a manufacturer of a certain type of shoes meant 
    for people with walking problems came to us for advice. The problem   
    was that, the owner had invested over RM 4.5 Million into the factory,  
    machinery and workers as the owner was an expert on this product line.

    The raw materials for the said product was expensive and had to be   
    imported in. However that was not the only problem. The system of   
    manufacturing was such, that in order to achieve economies of scale   
    their production was running at 3 shifts and they were manufacturing   
    200 pair of shoes a day whilst only selling 30-50 pairs a day.

    Now they needed more capital to expand their storage area as they were  
    running out of space to store the produced stock. When they came to us,  
    their proposal was that have 12, 000 pair of shoes as security for the   
    Investment. Their cost was only RM15.00 and selling price was   
    RM80.00. Thus they argued that they have roughly almost RM 780,000  
    in saleable stock already. Against that, they wanted RM 1,000,000 as an  
    investment for the purchase of a new warehouse.

    Now if you were an investor, would you consider this a good deal? 
    In the event the client cannot dispose of the said 12,000 shoes, which has  
    been clearly proven through their sales track record, what would you as  
    an investor do with 12,000 pairs of shoes??? 

    How do you Help a Client such as this???

    Well the owner was a 68 year old man, 
    who was very passionate about his 
    product. Plus, in all honesty it was a 
    very good product.  However as 
    Investment Consultants we knew 
    that this would not be a good project 
    for our investors. However, we wanted to help this nice old man..

    Here is where we at SKB had to design something that was out of the   
    box! What we did was establish a nationwide distribution network for     
    the said product, created a Branding for the product and within 60 days  
    the distributors had sold 7,000 pairs of the 12,000 pairs in stock.

    The “INVESTMENT” here was in the terms of creating the distribution  
    network and resolving the problem of the stocks in hand. Through this  
    method the client did not have to expand his  storage area and actually   

    In this scenario, what do you think would happen to the company  
    in the  next 36 months?? In your opinion would the company have  
    been able to  sustain their payments to the Investor? And were they  
    unable to make the payments to the investor, what do you think   
    would have been the outcome?

    As Investment Consultants it’s our job to look at all   
    aspects of a case and understand the viability. To answer  
    your question, We saved the client over RM 300,000   
    repayment costs, not to mention legal and stamp duty  
    costs and most of all Peace of Mind. Through our system  
    the company made money and expanded on their own   
    without undertaking any liabilities.

THE CONCLAVE    : Taking what you have explained, I gather your diligence must 
    be really extensive?

S. KHUGAN           : Yes! It is very extensive. As mentioned above only through a full 
    diligence would we be able to formulate solutions for a company 
    or project. In the scenario above, as an investor you would want  
    your investment to be as safe as possible at all times right? So our 
    job is to ensure that all parties are secured and can create value 
    through a win-win arrangement.

THE CONCLAVE    : How could a Prospective Client apply for this System?

S. KHUGAN           : Simply visit our website at www.skbassociate.com  and send in an 
    inquiry or feel free to call our office number at 603- 7610 4843/44 
    and place your request. Our Associates would be more than happy  
    to attend to your queries. 

THE CONCLAVE    : Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions Sir.

S. KHUGAN           : It’s been my pleasure and furthermore it is good to see our staff   
    doing  something creative through THE CONCLAVE…Keep up  
    the Great Work Team!!

Till then please have a Profitable Week Ahead and Best Regards 
Always!!!

S. KHUGAN
GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR
SKB ASSOCIATES SDN BHD.

    made money in disposing off the said stocks. We are proud to say that   
    this client has expanded quite rapidly and has gone international now.   
    They are producing almost 700 pairs a day with orders amounting to   
    slightly more than that at the moment. 

    This is basically why the S.I.S system was created 
    as most of the time the solutions 
    to a monetary problem can be 
    resolved through other areas. 
    Look at this case. The client 
    was neither borne by ROI 
    payments nor giving up any 
    stake in their company as collateral. 
    Under the normal procedures for an Investment structure.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would systems like this save the client money?

S. KHUGAN              : Let’s take the case study above as an example! Let’s assume that 
    the company had gone to an investor to procure the desired funds 
    for the Warehouse. They would have had an investment option as 
    given below:

    1) Returns of Investment – 10% per annum x RM 1,000,000 
    = RM 100,000 per year 
    Assuming the Investment is for 3 years, total R.O.I paid 
    = RM 300,000.

    2) Investment Security – Usually aside from the given stock, the 
    investors would hold anything between 40 -51% of the company   
    (Most cases 51%-60% of the company shares) as a security option. 
    Now why do they do this? You need to understand that they are 
    manufacturing the shoes and only selling 30-50 pairs, if something
    happens to the owner or the factory, then how would they recoup 
    their investment? That is why mitigating this risk is very important.

    3) SALES – See this is an aspect NO ONE looks at. In order to make  
    the above payments the sales ratio had to be increased drastically. The   
    current sales at that time was only sustaining the operations costs with a  
    minimal allowance to the owners. With such sales ratio how would they  
    had taken on this liability?

                                                             WHAT IS THE SKB INVESTMENT
       SYSTEM?
      By: S. Khugan 

                                                            

Find out from our exclusive interview with the Group Managing Director Of THE SKB 
GROUP OF COMPANIES, on how SKB  handles investment Portfolios differently; And also,  
what the Benefits of these systems are to a client. 

THE CONCLAVE    : There has been a lot of hype lately on the SKB Investment System or 
     S.I.S. can you briefly take us through it please?

S. KHUGAN           :  The System is quite simple. An Investment begins with a Promoter (A 
    person or company who needs a particular Investment) and an Investor 
    (The person or Company that is prepared to Invest into the said company 
    or project).
    
    The problem lies in getting two valid parties together in order to  
    understand how and why that specific Investment  would work.  
    Lately the problem we are facing is that there are too many Pro- 
    moters who are not being truthful. Moreover when they are   
    honest, there are again many so called Investors who are not   
    trustable. These thus form a vicious cycles that go on without  
    any party benefiting.

    We at SKB have been representing several Investors and Investment com- 
    panies over the years. Our primary involvement is to conduct the due   
    diligence and propose the mitigation of the risk factors involved in a 
    certain investment. Our Job is also to advice the said Investor as to wheth-
    er the particular project or Investment is sound and worth going into.
  
    Through our experience in the industry, we have come across numerous 
                                legitimate business and project owners who have good companies and 
    projects  but have approached the “wrong” type of so called Investors and  
    have been duped and cheated several times.
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                                 The S.I.S basically was started to help these business owners. What we   
    do at SKB is understand their Investment needs, look into the Market   
    forces for the said company or project, see if it is viable and then we give  
    our suggestions and methodologies on how the said Investment Proposal  
    should be projected whilst mitigating the risks as to what an Investor   
    would look at.
    
    Upon the completion of the said report, the client has an option to seek  
    their own Investors or hire us to take the said proposal to our panel of   
    Investors. That’s what the SKB Investment System is In a nutshell.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you evaluate the usefulness of this system to your 
    clients?

S. KHUGAN           : That’s a very good Question! The problem with Business and Project   
    owners today is that they know their businesses or projects very well.   
    However when they want to project their passion into a proposal or a   
    presentation most of the time they get confused on  the salient facts and  
    usually divert from what is important.

    For example, it doesn’t matter how many sample agreements   
    you can download from the Internet, you would still need a   
    Valid Lawyer to prepare and  endorse a legal agreement. 
    Similarly, it doesn’t matter how well you know accounts, 
    without an Auditor’s verification and signature the accounts has  
    no substance. 
   
    Likewise, if the proposal does not carry the significant points   
    then it fizzles out and becomes a liability rather than a tool that  
    would help the said business or project. 

    Therefore how we evaluate a client is by studying the company and   
    project. What the Client has to be prepared for is THE TRUTH.   
    Once we feel that the project is not valid, we explain to the Client our   
    findings and reasoning. Next we advise them what needs to be done at  
    the initial stage itself. The good news for the client is that for this part we  
    don’t charge the clients anything.

    Our charges only become effective once we are convinced that the       
    company or project is valid and we are willing to accept the client. 
    Knowing that the Diligence needs to be done; only then do we   
    enter into a minimal fee structure.

    Why do we do this? As mentioned above there are a lot of   
    CONS going on in the world of finance. We feel this is our   
    way of giving back to the Business Community that has   
    helped us grow over the years. The one thing that we pride   
    ourselves in is that, we are always be honest with the cli ents.   
    However, unfortunately sometimes the truth is not what they   
    want to hear! Thus we do get clients who do not heed our advice  
    and get burnt out there.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would you explain the Term “INVESTMENT” according to you?

S. KHUGAN           : The term “Investment” basically means the ‘process of Investing money  
    for PROFIT’ . For me personally that definition is a bit ambiguous. What  
    we have learnt by being in this business over the years, is that the 
    perception of Investment in Asia is very different from the West.

    In ASIA promoters believe that an Investor would Invest X amount 
    of money for an XY amount of time and I will run my business and  
    pay them back XXY within the time period. It’s a good Investment 
    so people should be lining up to invest with me.

    Well that unfortunately is being overconfident and exhibiting a bullish  
    thought pattern. In this classic investment scenario, a lot of things can go  
    wrong. There could be an economic crisis, a recession, a natural disaster,  
    change in Market segmentation, buyer behavior, etc. There are so many  
    factors that need to be considered before an Investor can even touch their  
    cheque books. 
 
    What we in Asia need to do is change our thinking patterns; to  
    look at the business as a whole instead of building castles in the  
    air. Let me give you an example of this to illustrate my point on  
    the matter.

    Several years ago a manufacturer of a certain type of shoes meant 
    for people with walking problems came to us for advice. The problem   
    was that, the owner had invested over RM 4.5 Million into the factory,  
    machinery and workers as the owner was an expert on this product line.

    The raw materials for the said product was expensive and had to be   
    imported in. However that was not the only problem. The system of   
    manufacturing was such, that in order to achieve economies of scale   
    their production was running at 3 shifts and they were manufacturing   
    200 pair of shoes a day whilst only selling 30-50 pairs a day.

    Now they needed more capital to expand their storage area as they were  
    running out of space to store the produced stock. When they came to us,  
    their proposal was that have 12, 000 pair of shoes as security for the   
    Investment. Their cost was only RM15.00 and selling price was   
    RM80.00. Thus they argued that they have roughly almost RM 780,000  
    in saleable stock already. Against that, they wanted RM 1,000,000 as an  
    investment for the purchase of a new warehouse.

    Now if you were an investor, would you consider this a good deal? 
    In the event the client cannot dispose of the said 12,000 shoes, which has  
    been clearly proven through their sales track record, what would you as  
    an investor do with 12,000 pairs of shoes??? 

    How do you Help a Client such as this???

    Well the owner was a 68 year old man, 
    who was very passionate about his 
    product. Plus, in all honesty it was a 
    very good product.  However as 
    Investment Consultants we knew 
    that this would not be a good project 
    for our investors. However, we wanted to help this nice old man..

    Here is where we at SKB had to design something that was out of the   
    box! What we did was establish a nationwide distribution network for     
    the said product, created a Branding for the product and within 60 days  
    the distributors had sold 7,000 pairs of the 12,000 pairs in stock.

    The “INVESTMENT” here was in the terms of creating the distribution  
    network and resolving the problem of the stocks in hand. Through this  
    method the client did not have to expand his  storage area and actually   

    In this scenario, what do you think would happen to the company  
    in the  next 36 months?? In your opinion would the company have  
    been able to  sustain their payments to the Investor? And were they  
    unable to make the payments to the investor, what do you think   
    would have been the outcome?

    As Investment Consultants it’s our job to look at all   
    aspects of a case and understand the viability. To answer  
    your question, We saved the client over RM 300,000   
    repayment costs, not to mention legal and stamp duty  
    costs and most of all Peace of Mind. Through our system  
    the company made money and expanded on their own   
    without undertaking any liabilities.

THE CONCLAVE    : Taking what you have explained, I gather your diligence must 
    be really extensive?

S. KHUGAN           : Yes! It is very extensive. As mentioned above only through a full 
    diligence would we be able to formulate solutions for a company 
    or project. In the scenario above, as an investor you would want  
    your investment to be as safe as possible at all times right? So our 
    job is to ensure that all parties are secured and can create value 
    through a win-win arrangement.

THE CONCLAVE    : How could a Prospective Client apply for this System?

S. KHUGAN           : Simply visit our website at www.skbassociate.com  and send in an 
    inquiry or feel free to call our office number at 603- 7610 4843/44 
    and place your request. Our Associates would be more than happy  
    to attend to your queries. 

THE CONCLAVE    : Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions Sir.

S. KHUGAN           : It’s been my pleasure and furthermore it is good to see our staff   
    doing  something creative through THE CONCLAVE…Keep up  
    the Great Work Team!!

Till then please have a Profitable Week Ahead and Best Regards 
Always!!!

S. KHUGAN
GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR
SKB ASSOCIATES SDN BHD.

    made money in disposing off the said stocks. We are proud to say that   
    this client has expanded quite rapidly and has gone international now.   
    They are producing almost 700 pairs a day with orders amounting to   
    slightly more than that at the moment. 

    This is basically why the S.I.S system was created 
    as most of the time the solutions 
    to a monetary problem can be 
    resolved through other areas. 
    Look at this case. The client 
    was neither borne by ROI 
    payments nor giving up any 
    stake in their company as collateral. 
    Under the normal procedures for an Investment structure.

THE CONCLAVE    : How would systems like this save the client money?

S. KHUGAN              : Let’s take the case study above as an example! Let’s assume that 
    the company had gone to an investor to procure the desired funds 
    for the Warehouse. They would have had an investment option as 
    given below:

    1) Returns of Investment – 10% per annum x RM 1,000,000 
    = RM 100,000 per year 
    Assuming the Investment is for 3 years, total R.O.I paid 
    = RM 300,000.

    2) Investment Security – Usually aside from the given stock, the 
    investors would hold anything between 40 -51% of the company   
    (Most cases 51%-60% of the company shares) as a security option. 
    Now why do they do this? You need to understand that they are 
    manufacturing the shoes and only selling 30-50 pairs, if something
    happens to the owner or the factory, then how would they recoup 
    their investment? That is why mitigating this risk is very important.

    3) SALES – See this is an aspect NO ONE looks at. In order to make  
    the above payments the sales ratio had to be increased drastically. The   
    current sales at that time was only sustaining the operations costs with a  
    minimal allowance to the owners. With such sales ratio how would they  
    had taken on this liability?

                                                             WHAT IS THE SKB INVESTMENT
       SYSTEM?
      By: S. Khugan 

                                                            

Find out from our exclusive interview with the Group Managing Director Of THE SKB 
GROUP OF COMPANIES, on how SKB  handles investment Portfolios differently; And also,  
what the Benefits of these systems are to a client. 

THE CONCLAVE    : There has been a lot of hype lately on the SKB Investment System or 
     S.I.S. can you briefly take us through it please?

S. KHUGAN           :  The System is quite simple. An Investment begins with a Promoter (A 
    person or company who needs a particular Investment) and an Investor 
    (The person or Company that is prepared to Invest into the said company 
    or project).
    
    The problem lies in getting two valid parties together in order to  
    understand how and why that specific Investment  would work.  
    Lately the problem we are facing is that there are too many Pro- 
    moters who are not being truthful. Moreover when they are   
    honest, there are again many so called Investors who are not   
    trustable. These thus form a vicious cycles that go on without  
    any party benefiting.

    We at SKB have been representing several Investors and Investment com- 
    panies over the years. Our primary involvement is to conduct the due   
    diligence and propose the mitigation of the risk factors involved in a 
    certain investment. Our Job is also to advice the said Investor as to wheth-
    er the particular project or Investment is sound and worth going into.
  
    Through our experience in the industry, we have come across numerous 
                                legitimate business and project owners who have good companies and 
    projects  but have approached the “wrong” type of so called Investors and  
    have been duped and cheated several times.

PJ Office :
A3A-07, Block A, Kelana Square,  Jalan 7/26, 47301 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor Malaysia.
Call : 603 - 7610 4843 or 603 - 7610 4844    Fax : 603 - 7803 8108

Website : www.skbassociate.com 
Email     : contact@skbassociate.com


